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CIW'TEll I 
MBODUCTION AND PURPOSI: 
·~ establlshMnt, ieTalepaant, or iaprove~~~~nt ef ll'brar;y 
eervice 1n a school shmJd be aeoomplished to satiety a 
recocnised nen, a should be develepe4 so as beet to eerve 
the a:cpand'ng learning p1'GC1"&Jl .r the soheal ......... 
There is Yast reea fer illlproveunt, a princi114ls are 1n a 
stratecio pditien to clo eouthinc a'bout u.• ~ 
The purpose ot this siluq is to present rea110na fer the necesait;y of 
proaoting and illprGYin& an eleuntary-sch"l ll'brar;y. Tbe plan follGwad 
will be to ah01r the definite need fer a centralized llbra17 1n an eleaentur 
sehoolJ to a:plain the f'u.nctiena ot a schoel ll'brar;y, ani te cenaider the 
responsibillties ot an elauntal'T-SCihael ed•h'etrater with relatian to the. 
services offered 'b;y a centralised schoal ll'brar;y • 
If' plana •teriallse, new soUols are to 'be constrllcted 1n the 
lecal collllllnit;y ot the writer. llach scheel is to han a central ll'brar;y. 
This t.beais is an atteapt to •-rate ani clar1i'y the respOllllibillties 
or the ••• , n1 strator 1n the devel~at and iaprovement or the schMl 
'~ Boston Uni verei ::V ·. 
School of Educat~on 
LibrarY. 
==="""======================---· 
The library is o.f'ten spoken o.f' as a nJiateri&JJ Center" .f'or it •is 
the OllO agency in the aoheol organised te handle e.f'ficien~ •terial.e 
!I 
which are c1rculatetl tllroughout tl:le achMJ.. n In this thesis there is 
no epeci.f'ic reference or euggeatiena given .f'er an audio-Tieual pregraa. 
"llan.1 acheel libraries will net 'be ceJl .. upOil to g1ve eernce 1n n-
printed uterials since ~ cities an4 counties ll&intain a special y 
supervisor or d1recter.• Sllch irs the case in the scheel 117stea e.f' the 
writer o.f' this tlleeis where there is a ceeriin.ater .f'or an awiio-vieual 
l'ith increased interest 1n an4 e~~phaeill on acheel libraries, an 
illp8rtant role e.f' the edFI "' atrator ill the cona1tlerat1on e.f' ways o.f' 
aot1Yat1ng teachers to utilise l1bra1'J Mrvicea are e.f'fect1nl.)' 1n their 
teachillg. An active '118l.l:-organilled school li'bral'y is e.f' assistance 1n tl:le 
atiaulation or readill&, 1n the proviaien e.f' aeey appropriate .. ter1ala9 
an4 helps children te learn how to uae beokaa 
"Tba adequaey e.f' the acheol.'s library ia a .f'a1rl.)' 
gHd. inUx to the breadth an4 qualit7 o.f' the instructional 
prcgraa. Bigb-ln'el teaoh1ng an4 learning cannot :kke 
place with•t the reaeurcea with which to do it.• !I 
!J Jewel Oardiiiir, LLiiiliaterinJ L1b1'!17 SerYice !!: .!!!!_ Eleaentarr 
School, Aaerican L1'11rary Aaaociat1on, 1.964, P• 7. 
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lffiern ecluoatien stresses an integrated curricul.Da which necesai-
tates &oh inllependent :reating and use or :references, ot~,a sincle 
text'lloot tne or teachinc IUQ' prevail. 
IQne of the 1Jiportant probleiiS in the field of 
ele .. ntarf educatien is how to develep a 11ore integrative 
type or eclucational experience fer eleaentarr school 
oh1l.d.reno o • • The soheol lillrary- bas t.lul ad.Tantage of 
seniDg as an intecratinc factor in the cb1J41s educational 
eJ:perienoe •••• The inte&ratinc force or the library- is not 
autoutic, howver. Tbe prG&IP •at lie cs:ref'lllll' plannecl 
and cent1JmsU7 marturecl. This planning and nurturiDg involves 
the central sehMl adllinistratiCIID •••• the prin~, the scheel 
librarian, and ever;r teacber in the schoel.• !I 
SOOPIIl 
At present the eleaentar;r scheela in the writer's lecal oeiUIUiity 
include grades one te eight. lhan nn schools are constructed, the 
public sehool B7stea 1lill operate Wider the 4-4-4 plan. The central 
lillraries in the new bu:Udings 1lill be fer the interaediete grades. 
This thesis offers ideas and saggestiens, prinoi~, to adain-
istraters or scheol libraries which serve the pupUs in the upper eleental'1 
grades, nuel;r, five to eight. IITevertheless, the writer is or the epinien 
thst the library- i'unctiCIIDs discussed in this thesis and the responsibilltiea 
of the adll1nistretor which are described would be he~:f'u.l. to an 
eleuntarr-scbool principal regard.less or the range or gradee within the 
school. 
y Henr;r J. Otto, il8111en~-Schoel Organization And Adllinistration. 
Appleton- Centur;r-Ci'Jts, Co 1 ]]54, P• illo 
;· -~--- "#:""" -
METHOD OF PIOCEDU.!IE 
Tile plan f'ell1'118d f'er ollta1n1lli eV14ence to Juatif'y stateunts in 
this thesis was through the proeees or exteneive research. The best 
authorities in the f'ield. were consulted by reviewing literattll'fl concerning 
el.eaant117'-achool. libraries. Data was gathered trom books pert~ 
to school libraries and adainiatration of' ele~~entary>-aoh~ J 11agazine 
artiolaeJ library llulletinsJ •OMCl'&PMJ uapubliebed tbeeesf a doctoral 
dissertation and personal conterenoee with school librarians. 
4 
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OHAP'l'ilK II 
HiiroRY AND QBO'ftll OF SCHOOL LDBlRii:S 
The elaaentary sc:hool lilll'IU'l 1e rel.a1iiva:q a recent lievelop~~~~nt 
1n education, bllt is an integral. aDd illportant part or a good modem 
school. • 
.Uthough the lilll'IU'l has uwaya been considered. iaportant in 
aecendary educa1iien, it is oJLb" within the last tew years that the idea hal!! y: 
been tlwiu~ accepted as an eeaenti!U feature ot the eleaentar, school.• 
The chief reason tor this aJ.ow development is due te tradition. As the 
Aaerioan b1&h school evolvaci, it tellond the aoade-.y and college 1n ita 
inatrllcticmal planning and the libra17 became illportant. 
The tradition or the el.eaentar,y schoel was quite dif'terent. In the 
very begiM1ng ita tunotion was to teach the "tandallentu subJects• trea 
textbooks. 'l'he aethod was basioall.;r the assigning or lessens and listelliD4' 
to recitations. Therefore, it uy be ol.earl;r seen tbat the textbook 
occupied. an i.llportant place in this ~ or learnillg and that there waa 
llttla or no need to use aateriUB or references G~Utaide the assigned boGlt~ 
Within recent years the study - recitation method or teaching 1n the 
elaaentary soheol has been replaced b;r a pregraa ot aotivit;r, an integra~ 
Ollrricul.ua, which deaancls :fl!ldependent reading and the use or relatea 
y Jewel Qard.iner w:i Lee ll. Jailden, - Adainiatering Library Service 
In The Eleuntaq Sohool.e American Libra17 i Association, Ohioap, 
Illiliois, 1941, P• i. 
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souroes of 1ntoraation1 
"The increal!l8d atreaa en the needs of the individual chilci, 
the rapitll;r clwlg1.Dg conception et those D8eds, the adaptation 
and extenllien or the readiJ!g procrus, and the e~~phasis em 
reallatic, broacl:cy planned work in the social studies uke 
centralise~ 1school. library service .. sential in the eleaentary 
school.• !I 
The school libraey has been referred t. as •a twentieth-centurr 
developunt,• but the idea began over a century ago. !WI to new trends 
in emcation, library service becaae aore illportant, hence the rapi4 
growth in scheol libraries dur:1Jig the present era. 
ObviousJJ, fre11 an historical point e£ view, tha develepll8nt et 
school libraries consists or three distinct peri~BI 
l. T he initial peried fl'M l.Ba5 to l.STi 
2. The aiadl.e peried frea 1876 to 1900 
15, The period !£rapid advanceHnt £rem 1900 to the pre1!18nt. 
Initial Period 
The initial peried, or the first phase or the school library, was 
noted for the growth of school district libraries in New York, llassa-
chusetts and llichigan, •Without thea the development of the school 
library wOilld aoat certain:b' have been slfter and less wide spread.• Y 
"g .Perican Library .Aasociation. SohoQl Libraries for _t~ ~ 
Teaorrow1 JUnctions !!!!_Standards, Puphlet Ne. 6 Clircag""Q,Dr.J.945, 
Po 1. 
EJ Caroline :Brotherton• The Sta tlls of the Public Schoel Library with 
ll!!p!Cial ·J!efereace !!,llasBa'Cbiisetts.-~ llaeterls The81ii,-
Joston TJniversitT, 19151, page 5, 
u---
6 
The f'irst state to show great interest in school libraries was New 
York. As earl;r aa 1804., a Dr. Jesse Torrey established a young people's 
library in Lebanon, New York. He f'elt that thare shoUld be libraries 1n 
the schoels. It took II&IV" years f'or his ideato be accepted. CecU an! y 
Heaps state that Governor De Witt Clinton ef' New York re001111ended 
1n 1827 that the state legislature should provide f'or a better schoGl 
systea and establish a school library f'or this purpose. In 1835 New York 
passed a law appropriating aoney f'or the support of' sclleol libraries. 
The second state to becoae interested 1n the ideaof' school 
libraries was llaasachusetta, but the MVeMnt had elow growth. In the 
year 1835, Dr. Ebenezer Isarned lef't a bequest ot one hundred dellars 
1n his wUl to be given to the tft!l ot Weet Cubridge (nn Arlington) 
•for the purpese of' establiahing a Juvenile library in said t.n.• The 
distinction, therefore, ot having ene Gf' the first children's libraries can 
be cla1118d by Massachusetts. 
Another unique honor f'or llaasachusetts is that it had the first 
:Board of Eliucatien in this country. Horace Mann was ita secretary. It 
is due to hia, a wise and capable leader, that school libraries owe their 
beginning. On .lprU 12, 18$7, a law inst:J.&ated b;y Horace llaJm was 
paned authorising neach schoel district to raise b;y tax a SIUI not 
exceeding tzo f'or the first ;year and tJD f'er a:rq subsequent year tor the 
~ H. L. CecU and i • .A.. Heape 1n ~lop!dia of Educational Basearch, 
Alter s. Monroe, llacllillan Ooapan;y, , P• 'C. 
T 
i ,, 
-g 
purchase ot a library and. apparatus tor the sohoGJ.. n 
111cbican was the thil'd state te appropriate i'wlds tor school 
libraries. In 1885 it u.de provision b7 legislation tor a library in everr: 
town ship and. two years later, in 18157, the state approved a libraey in 
eveey schoel district. 
In the decade 1840 to 1860, ·~ states, -~. Connecticut, 
Rhode Island, IGWa, ])!diana, llaine, llew Hampshire, Ohio, Wisconsin, 
Missouri, Oregon, aDd Dl1nois passsd legislation regarding school 
libraries. l!ll1r1ng the Civil 'far period there was a lack ot interest in 
libraries tor schGol.s, bu.t as will be ststei .f'urther on in this chapter, 
it was rev1Yeci in the latter part ot the nineteenth and ear~ twntieth 
centuries. 
JeddJe leriod 
Tbe aid4J.e peri!Dd in the history ot school libraries was troa 1876 
to 1900. It was especiaJJ;r s:1gni.t'icant beoeuse ot the increasiJl& 
cooperation between the public school ana public library. 
In the annals ot the Aaerican library, the ;rear 1876 is extreae~ 
iaportant and can be definite~ urad as a .eurable year ot progress. 
It collllltllflrates the fOl'lllatien ot the .laerioan Libraey A ssGeiatien 
y Horace 11ann, ian District Scl:leel Libraries.n in 'l'he Stst.ls ot the 
l'tl'blic Sehoel Libl'!l'l 1'ith z;ec1al Be.t'erence • llasiii"Chiisetts.- -
eareJLiil :Brotherton, llilpubllsd tlb.e81s, hStOn un1ver81ty, 1931, P• 1. 
;; 
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which is the actual beginning ot 1iJiia modern library pregra.a, .& rennea 
interest in the school. library idea becue aere evident, Within appl'GX:l.-
utel.l' ten years the .lllerican I.d.brary .&ssooiatiGD reported consid.eraltl.e 
pro&ress, 
That 11a11e Jea:r 1876, a liBJ1 naaed. lllll.Yil Dewe7 e.tdl.iahH the 
Dewey- Decill&l Olassitication Sy-stea by- which a siaplltied aethod tor 
arranciac library aaterial.e was tol'tlllateci, •.&s earl.l' as 1876, nineteen 
states had soae type tilt law desigJied te pnaote publio-~tchool. libraries.•!/ 
Another iaportant fact of interest credited to this particular year is that, 
it I eeeas to have been the first pubJ.ic sucgestiGD that both sohooJ.s ana 
libraries are working tenrd the 11a11e end ana that the tWG institutions 
woul.d autualll' benefit through ceoperation. • &/ .lll. this foregoillg data 
testifies to the fact that •1876" was a unique y-ea:r in .lurican library 
reCGrds. 
With the increase in the muiber ot public libraries in towns ani 
cities throughout the countr,y, a clifference in policy- regarcling library 
services began to clevel.Gp. Greater cooperation between school.s and. 
public libraries becaas acre llOticeablaa 
y u. S. Office ot »iucation - Ina Iour School. Lib? (Leaflet - Ho,56) 
Washillgtona Government Printing """'Ofr!ce, i9iO, page • 
&I Josephine .a.. Bathbcme - nee-operation Jetween Libraries and. 
School.s, •an Historical Sketch. Library JOIU'!Uil. 261 187 - l.9l., 
( .A.pril. l.9Ql) • 
I 
·; 
'I 
' 
"fhie was fostered 'b7 Ol:arlee J'rancie Adams, Jr., 
cbairllan ei' the eobool. COlllllittee, and. president of the 
tcnm lilll'al7 beard Gi' Quincy, !lass. He bridged the gap 
between the llbraey and the school lJy caJJ1ng ameeting 
oi' teachere and. librarians, and reading to thea a paper 
he had prepared in w111ch he sa-d hew both 1nst1tut1one 
could be aade aore ei'1'1o1ent 'b7 pooBng their resources." Y 
Sullel 8. Green, librarien oi' the Worcester Public Libraey wae 
811Coesstul in 1ST8 with a sh1lar uperillent. The librarian, the 
super1nten4ent Gi' schools, the prilloipal of the D01'II&l school, and a 
aeaber ot the board ot directors ot the libraey i'eraed a cellllittee 
and aet to disau.ss a plan of increasing the use of libraey books 'b7 the 
children in grades seven, eight and. nine. It was £avorab4 reoeivet b7 
teachers and. pupile al1k:e. This idea led to the olaslll'OOil libraey aov.,. 
aent which 'b7 1882 becue quite popular. 
•As ear4 as the lB80' s pablic librarie1 were world.ng with 
schOGle 1n an eti'ort to 1ncu.late reading habits and to develop 
a readillg publie, their interest was concurrent with the edu-
oatioul eaphasis upon readiJ!g gNls. Although this service 
troa public libraries etten llegan in a "18ey saall1f&T w:lth 
class visits and deposits ot beoks, the trend toward this type 
oi' service spread and, in netable cases, led to cooperative 
arrangeaents between public libraries and sohoel boarde whe~'b7 
active s7steas ot within-school. llbrariee have devel.epetl.n !:/ 
Another exa11ple or interest in school libraries and appreciation ot 
the Talue oi' public libraries was seen in a stateJIIent made in 1887 'b7 
y Slater 11. Loyola, s. o. N. •The School Libraeya A Hbtoey• .!!!!, 
Catholic Scheel Jeumal, Vel. 52 ( Feb:ruaey 1952) page 415. 
!} .&aerioan Libraey Assooiation. Scheel Libraries i'or 'l'~~:J:i 
aorrow; Functicms !!!!!, \lltandarUo PIUijlbie1; Ne. i o'EI""oago, • , 
P• Iii. 
·;.-:;o:;-~;-·: ~ . 
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Superintendent. llergaa e! West. Virgin1a who wrote, 
liThe esteblillhllent. et libraries 1n public sCIMels or UJ!der 
the control e! public schGel. aut.hor1t.1es, t.o be used in cennect-
1en with t.he work 11! t.he public schools 1e an educational 
question ot increasiag illport.anee. There are two !acts which 
eee• sut'!1c1ent. grounds tor the establlshllent. o! these libraries. 
The first 1a the evil intl.llence o! pern1c1eus literature, every-
where so abundant and •de se eclu.cat.1ve and attractive to 
childhoed •••• The second is the educational val.ue ot public 
l:1brar1e-as !- ,great suppla•entaey !actor to the public 
scmo.J. itself'. • '!/ 
In lB96 the .Uer1can Library Association and the National Education 
Association realizing the iaportance Gt school libraries appointed 
colllll1ttees to st~ this phase ot a library and school prograa. Also in 
this same year the National Education Association allowed the petition ot 
Me~vU Dewey and other interested librarians to establish a library 
department. 
•Through the Library Department o! the NationU Edueat1Gn 
Association and the Joint c011111ttee o! the Aur1can Library 
Association has been u.de possible a better 1111tua:l under-
standing o! each other's aims and needs and potentiallties 
which has re~ted in tl}~ !or111Ul.at1on ot standards and 1d&Us 
toward which to work. 11 E:l 
The public library attempted to enlarge its service and began b;r 
bullAiing branch libraries. llany" ot these were located near schools, and 
occas1o~ were 111t.h1n the school bu1ldings, but under the direction e! 
the public libra1'7. In this way the library served not onl1 the public, 
bu1; also the school. nit was Just before the turn o! the century that 
y Caroline :Brotherton& The Status ot the Public School Library '11th 
Especial lla!erence to Maesachusetts-;-"unpublish8a llaBterls Thesis, 
:Boston University, J.951, page 15. 
'1:} Ibid - page 14 
and children's rooms began to appear in public libraries, 
shortly after, special service was being given to the 11 schools •r 
. ' 
Near the close of the nineteenth century a type of school i 
library was founded whereby the school board and public 
library together formed a library specifically for school 
purposes. It was not long before the fact became clear that 
a school library best serves the needs of the school when 
directly under the control of the school committee. Never-
theless, cooperation between the public library and the school 
library is very necessary to insure success. 
Period ~ Rapid Advancement 
The latest period, or third phase in the history of 
school libraries, was from 1900 to the present. It has been 
one of significant growth. This has been the result of the 
development of libraries under the direction of the board 
of education together with a new philosophy of education 
\vhich has definitely madethe school library an essential part 
of the school progr8n4 
During the early years of the twentieth century, a broad 
reading program was not part of the educational planning. 
"Even where centralized school libraries existed, it was 
y Hazelle M. Anderson, "Service at the Elementary Level" 
i Library Trends - Volume 1 Number 3 (January 1953) p.299. 
.:; 
12 
;! 
1 
Elementary school libraries were not immediately established, 
although a few progressive schools adopted the idea. 
There were reasons for the slow development of elementary·· 
school libraries. 
"Such reasons as hesitance in acceptance of a new 
philosophy, failure of teachers and librarians to merge 
their ideas, over taxing demands on the teacher's time, 
shortage of traire d librarians, lack of financial 
support, over-crowded conditions in schools, lack of .• 
understanding, and inability to plan a library program.":::/ 
may be considered as reasonable explanations for the delay in 
the movement to establish elementary school libraries. 
An active development of school libraries was very 
noticeable in the twenties and thirties of the present century• 
The turning point in the history of school libraries occurred 
in 1920 when the need for school libraries received national 
recognition. The modern school library, therefore, has a 
tradition of only thirty-five years supporting it. 
A joint committee of the library department of the 
National Educational Association and the American Library 
Association set up standards in 1925 and presented them in a 
report by c. c. Certain who was the chairman. At this time 
the American Library Association formed a school library 
section to make a study that would be helpful in developing 
more effective school libraries. 
The only available materials that elementary schools 
!I y Ibid page )00 
., 
! 
; 
·I 
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had to guide them in organizing a school library were those 
written for public and high school libraries. In 1929 a book 
~ Elementarv School Library by William King was published; 
in 1930 ~ Program for Elementary School Library Service 
by Lucile Fargo andin 1931 ! Handbook ~ Teacher-Librarians 
by the Elementary Sub-Committee of the American Library 
Association provided help to administrators and librarians 
of elementary schools. 
A comparison of the accounts concerning elementary school · 
libraries in the 1933 and 1951 yearbooks published by the 
National Education Association Department of Elementary 
School Principals is very interesting. It shows how the view 
point in regard to elementary school libraries changed 1-1i thin 
a twenty year period. 
The 1933 report presents "a picture of public library 
services to schools, public library provision of elementary 
school libraries, and exploratory programs carried on with 
little money by pupils and teachers in individual schools." ~: 
The 1951 yearbook shows a quite different picture which 
states that school libraries supported by boards of education 
is the generally accepted policy and that the public library 
services are a complement to, rather than a substitute for, 
school library services. 
y Mildred L. Batchelder, "Public Library Influence on School 
.. Libraries." Library Trends Volume 1 Number 3 January 1953, 
!i p. 274 
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difficUlt to find librarians who 1-1ere specialists in 
young people's reading interests and classroom book 
needs. In 1900, the first trained librarian was em-
ployed in a school; during the next decades the library 
training agenciesbegan to provide education for librarian~ 
to meet the increasing recognition of the desirability 
of trained school library personnel. 11 Y 
It is interesting to read reports from the united States 
Office of Education which show the rapid gain in school 
libraries. In a report of the Commissioner of Education for 
1900 - 1901, the library is mentioned only as part of school 
equipment, stating the number of books; but the Biennial 
Survey of Education for 1934 - 1936 devotes a chapter of 194 
pages to the significance and statistics of library service. 
This shows that the library is an inseparable part of a good 
educational program. It also proves that the role of the 
school library has adjusted itself to educational trends. 
School libraries with librarians actually came into ex-
istence in the beginning of the twentieth century but the 
elementary school library has been very slow in its develop-
ment: 
"Educators did not recognize the need for elementary 
libraries until 1918, when therewas growing dissatis-
faction with classroom teaching which consisted of 
transmitting knowledge that the teachers themselves 
had acquired in school or knowledge which they could 
easily find in textbooks. 11 ?:/ 
1/ American Library Association. School Libraries for Today 
and Tomorrow; Functions ~ Standards, Pamphlet No;-> 
mllcago, Ill, 1945. p. 5. 
2/ Hazelle M, Anderson, "Service at the Elementary Level" 
: t'ibrary Trends. Volume 1 Number 3 January 1953. p, 299. 
!! 
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"Few states have set up standards for elementary 
school libraries, and those which have do not agree as 
to requirements in materials, librarians, expenditures, 
housing or organization. Data indicating how nearly 
standards are being met are generally lacking except in 
the case of North Carolina. More significant to the 
growth of elementary school libraries has been the in-
crease in the number of school library supervisors at 
present. Their influence in bringing library science 
courses into the curriculum of teacher's colleges, in 
improving book selection through recommended lists of 
books, and in implementing planning on a state-wide basis, 
helps to remove some of the stumblinw blocks which have 
retarded development of the program. 1( 
Standards are ways to measure and compare the adequacy 
of services and equipment of school libraries. Today there 
is a trend toward the use of recommendations rather than re-
quirements in both secondary and elementary school library 
standards. 
Otto ~/reports that with the exception of MassaCh~etts, 
New Hampshire and Vermont, legi§lation in the remaining 
forty-five states provides some form of ruling for organiza-
1 tion to help in the "promotion of school-library service." 
"Five states - - Alabama, Connecticut, Massachusetts, 
New Jersey, and New York - use recommendations rather 
than requirements for secondary schools and of this 
number all except one (Massachusetts) also use recom-
mendations for elementary schools." 'jJ 
y Haze11e M. Anderson, "Service at the Elementary Level." 
Library Trends, Volume 1 Number 3 (January 1953) p. 301. 
2/ Henry J. Otto, Elementary School Organization andAdminis-
tration, Appleton - Century Crofts, Inc. 1944, p. 431. 
3/ Nora E. Beust, School Librart Standards, 1954, Bulletin -
i1 ll'o. 15 u. s. Department of Hea:i h, Education, and Welfare. !I il Office of Education. 
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It is of interest to quote here the recommendations 
used for secondary schools by the State of Massachusetts: 
"Personnel, a full-time librarian in schools over 500 pupils; 
School Plant, adequate library td th seating capacity of ten 
percent up to 700 pupils, and with a book budget of at least y $.5o per pupil per year." There are no standards or re-
commendations for elementary school libraries in Massachusetts~ 
Great progress has been made in the development of the 
elementary school library; but, there is no definite tabula-
tion as to the extent of its growth. According to the 
"Biennial Survey of Education in the United States, 1946-
1948,"V figures indicate that a large percent of the boys 
and girls in the elementary schools of our country are not 
being given the educational opportunities provided by a 
school library. 
At the White House Conference held in Washington, D. c. 
from November 28 through December 1, 1955, school libraries 
received specific mention in three of the six final reports."l/ 
Under Topic III- "What Are Our School Building Needs," 
there is a section on "basic and desirable facilities" which 
included the following: Basic facilities for an elementary 
school did not include library as mandatory but desirable, 
A xchool library was considered a bas to facility for secondary.· 
y Ibid 
:' ?} "Statistics of Public School Libraries, 1947-1948. "Biennial:' 
:1 Survey of Educatio? in the United States l946-19LJ-8. U. s. 
:! Office of Education, ~!ashino;ton, D, C. 19~1, Chapter 8, pp, 3-4. 
~-- ~!:=s;:-~~~.~o. 6 February 1956. _ " 
! 
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schools. Nevertheless, minority reports vrere written stating 
that libraries should be considered necessary for elementary 
schools. 
Under Topic IV - "How Do We Get EnoUGh Good Teachers -
And Keep Them?" the final report includes among other re-
commendations, "the provision and m(J['e effective use of good 
equipment, library 
visual aids, sound 
service and teaching mati/ials, including 
films, and television." 
Under Topic V - "Hav Can We Obtain A Continuing Public 
Interest in Education" the following recommendation in the 
report includes, "Encourage cooperative relationships bettfeen 
v 
the school andpublic libraries. 11 
After revielfing the history of the school library, it is 
very apparent that as it evolved the school library has been 
affected by the changing concepts of education. Now educators' 
realize that school libraries are an essential part of the 
educational program not only of the secondary school, but 
also of the elementary school. 
y !bid 
gj Ibid 
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CHAPTER III 
NEED FOR AND FUNCTIONS OF AN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL LIBRARY 
~ £!. !!!!. Elementary School Library 
It is the concensus of opinion among the leaders in ed-
ucation that the school library is highly important in the 
present educational program. 
"The need for good library service in a modern 
elementary school is no longer an issue for debate. All 
thinking people who are informed about the purposes of 
education, the nature of the learning process, and the 
curriculum and instructional procedures in today's 
elementary schools, areagreed on the important con-
tribution which library service makes to the character 
and quality of the educational program ••• In a se~e, 
the nature and scope of library service is an index to 
the character and quality of the curriculum and 
instruction." y 
There are many people who do not realize or understand 
the need for a centralized library in an elementary school. 
lt seems strange that pleading for and explaining the purpose 
of school libraries should be necessary today. Appropriations 
for equipment, hot lunches, athletics, music and art are much 
easier to obtain than money for books to be house4 and 
utilized in a central school library. 
Frances Henne, an associate professor in the Graduate i 
Library School of the University of Chicago, comments on this 
complacent attitude in regard to school libraries uhen she 
writes, 
~ Henry J. Otto, Elementary School Organization and 
11 dministration. Appleton - Century - Crofts, Iric. !944, p.431. 
:I 
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"The school library is not a l=y item, and yet 
it frequently has been considered and treated as that ••• 
It seems fantastic therefore, that in the thousands of 
schools in our country, pleas, briefs, and persuasions 
must be advanced to convince the authorities that the 
school needs a wide range of books and other materials. 
In innumerable places the chances are greater for finding. 
good athletic equipment and good band equipment than for 
finding good libraries. " y _ 
(·- .._. .,,.,_ { - C V\ 
To further emphasize the ~ of school libraries, 
Professor Henne st-a:tes, · · 
"Why does the long loud wailing about the non-reading 
adult population and about the reading difficulties of 
youth seldom include a concern that some of these con-
ditions might presumably be due to an absence of good 
libraries in the schools, particularly elementary 
schools'/ If c·re believe in a society of wise and good 
men, hoH can He afford to deprive our youth of the 
books and other materials that help to build -vrisdom 
and goodness?" 2 / 
Today it is not a question, "Shall there be a library in 
the elementary school ? 11 Phenomenal grmvth of school libraries'· 
within the last two decades has attested to their value and 
the question has become rather 11 \rJhat kind of a library should 
an elementary school have?" 
The answer to such question lies in the objectives and 
goals of the school itself. "The library most closely inte-
grated with a school"s educational program and best serving y 
its needs is the one that develops from within the school. 
]j Frances Henne, "School Libraries and the Social Order." 
Library Trends, University of Illinois Library School, 
Urbana, Illinois. Vol. 1, No. 3. (January 1953) p. 265. 
?/ Ibid. p. 269 
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Since the chief aim ot education is gro1-1"th, a school library 
' is very necessary in the attainment ot this end. Therefore, 
be 
it c~clearly seen that the aim ot school library service 
and that ot the school are the same. 
Much has been written about elementary-school libraries. 
All writers on the subject agree that libraries play a major 
part in the schools ot today. In a review ot literature on 
the need and purpose ot school libraries the tollo••ing ex-
cerpts trom a teH outstanding authorities seem very pertinent 
to the topic. 
In the American L~ary Association Bulletin tor February~ 
1954, Rachel De Angelo in discussing the necessity ot a 
school library states, 
"It is generally agreed that the library is an integral 
and indispensable part ot the good modern school. It is 
equally as important in the elementary school as in the 
high school. Its function is to help teachers do a 
better job ot teaching and to help boys and girls do a 
better job ot learning. No textbook, regardless ot how 
good it might be, •rill suffice ••• (The library is) the 
service center ot the school which is as important as 
the classrooms. Every school needs a library." 
A Hell known authority on the school library, Frances 
Henne, is ot the opinion that, 
l( American Library Association. School Libraries tor Today 
and Tomorrmv; Functions and Standards Pamphlet No. T 
~caeo, The Association;-Y945, p. 1. 
y Rachel De Angelo, "The Library: a necessity in today's 
school. 11 American Library Association Bulletin - Volume 48 
Number 2 (February 1954) p. 65. 
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"Every school building with b>~o hundred or more 
students needs a school library and school library 
service. This means a Hell-balanced collection of 
appropriate books and other materials, a good school 
librarian and a dynamic program of library service for 
students and teachers. No compromise, even vrith the 
overcrowded conditions of the schools, can be justified,u y 
?.! John Emmett Burke states that, 
"The school library program should carry out the 
purposes of sharing in the whole school program and 
of encouraging the effective use of books and libraries 
by providing individual service to children through 
reading guidance, ample reading materials, and library 
experience. The distinctive purpose of the school 
library within the frameHork of the school system is 
that of helping children and young people to develop 
abilities and successful habits of using the printed 
resources of civilization in attaining their coals of 
living." 
Another excerpt pertinent to the school - library's 
purpose is that from the article by Louis R. Wilson in the 
Forty-Second Yearbook. 
"The fundamental purpose of the library in education 
is to help attain the objectives of the educational 
program. The library is an integral part of the pro-
gram; it cannot be set aside as a supplement to other 
educational functions and activities," Jl 
1/ Frances Henne, "School Libraries and the Social Order," 
~chool Activities and the Librar~ Pamphlet, American ~ibrary 
Association, chicago, Illinois. 54, p.2. 
2/ John Emmett Burke, "The School Library of the Future," · 
t:l'ilson Library Bulletin, Volume 26, Number 9, Hay 1952, p. 719. 
J/ Louis R, Wilson, "The Library in General Education" 
Forty-Second Yearbook, Part II, Department of Education; 
University of Chicago, Illinois. 1943, p, 11, 
,, 
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Mary Peacock Douglas in Teacher - Librarian's Handbook y'. 
has used a statement written by Anna Clark Kennedy, Senior 
Supervisor of School Libraries, Ne..r York State Education 
Department. It was prepared for the Joint Committee of the 
National Education Association and the American Library 
Association. Mrs. Douglas refers to it as a basic philosophy 
for school library service and claims that it is an excellent 
definition of the purpose and :function of a school library. 
It is as follows: 
"The school library is - A service a~ency.. It 
functions to :fUrther the sahooiis objec ives. It has 
no distinct subject matter, but provides materials for 
all subjects and all interests of pupils and teachers. 
A teachi~ agency. The school library has a 
positive, ac~ve, teaching :function. It suggests the 
reading of books 'Jhich might otherHise be unknown or 
neglected. It supplies materials for developing and 
expanding interests. It stimulates new interests. 
A book center. The school library is a book 
center. In it the books and materials to satisfy the 
interests and to meet the needs of the pupils and 
teachers of the school are organized, cataloged, 
shelved or filed, and displayed so as to be easily 
found and used. 
A reading center. The school library is a reading 
center, a place for enjoying books, for investigating 
problems, for study; for using all sorts of printed 
materials-clippiD8s, pamphlets, pictures, maps and 
magazines. The school librarian makes the library a 
~ Marv Peacock Dougl§s, Teacher - Librarians' Handbook 
erican Library Association, Chicaro, !11. 1941. p. XV~. 
• 
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book laboratory, a tvork center for the entire school. 11 
A definite list of the purposes of the sChool library 
expressed in the pamphlet, y 
Tomorrow. as follows: 
School Libraries For Today 
1. Participate effectively in the school progr~~ 
as it strives to meet the needs of pupils, teachers, 
parents and other community members. 
2. Provide boys and girls tvith the library materials 
and services most apnropriate and most meaningful in 
their growth and development as individuals. 
3. Stimulate and guide pupils in all phases of 
their reading that they may find increasing enjoyment 
and satisfaction and may grow in critical judgment and 
appreciation. 
4. Provide an opnortunity through library ex-
periences for boys and girls to develop helpful interests~ 
to make satisfactory personal adjustments, and to ac-
quire desirable social attitudes. 
5. Help children and youne people to become skill-
ful and discriminating users of libraries and of printed 
and audio-visual materials. 
6. Introduce pupils to community libraries as early 
as possible and cooperate with those libraries in their 
efforts to encourage continuing education and cultural 
growth. 
7. 'fork '·ri th teachers in the selection and use of 
all types of library materials tvhich contribute to the 
teaching program. 
B. Partiaipate with other teachers and administrators 
in programs for the continuing professional and cultural 
growth of the school starr. 
!7 American Library Association. School Libraries for Today 
and Tomorrow Functions and StandardS. Pamphlet No. 5 
Chicago, Illinois. The Association, J.945, p. 9. 
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9. Cooperate with other librarians and community 
leaders in planning and developing an over-all library 
pro_gram for the conmrunity or area. 
Functions of the Elementary School Library 
"The functions of the elementary school library 
include (1) enrichment of the school curriculum and 
objectives, (2) improveimnt of reading 81d.lls. (3) 
development of literary appreciations, and (4) the , 1 
development of skills in the use of library material. !r 
Enrichment of the School Curriculum and Objectives 
Today the elementary school library is both curriculum-
centered and pupil-centered. As has been previously stated 
in this chapter the curriculum of a school is no longer 
determined by or dependent on the textbook study recitation 
plan. Neither is the curriculum regulated entirely by state 
departments of education or by the central office of the 
school sup2rintendent. Each teacher in a school has some 
share in the responsibility for program planning. 
Due to the trend tovrard "units of work" or "areas of 
learning" there is more coordination and integration in the 
learning process than in the past. This is a ne>r type of 
curriculum and because of it the school library has developed 
as a center for instructional materials. 
"The library as a service center makes a contribu-
tion to the school curricul~~. to the students, and to 
the teachers, A variety of library materials enriches 
1/ James F. Baker, Elementart Evaluative Criteria, Boston 
U'niversity, School of Educat on, 1953, p. 65. 
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the school program by making it possible for every youth 
to participate to the extent of his ability and interest. 
They add motivation, zest, interest and understanding 
to classroom work. Learning takes stronger roots in 
the library th@ll in any other environment." y 
If a teacher is considered to be the "key" to learning, 
a librarian could be thought of as the "master key. 11 A 
good librarian integrates and supplements the 1·1ork of class-
room teachers. She guides them to books which enrich the 
educational experiences of all pupils. 
Sf Nora E. Beust who is a specialist for school and 
children's libraries describes how a school library functions 
and contributes to a modern elementary school curriculum 
in an article entitled, "Elementary School Libraries Are 
Learning Centers. 11 She States that: 
"Today•s elementary school libraries are learning 
centers for children. Librarians and teachers have 
cooperated to make suitable learning materials easily 
accessible in surroundings that invite reading. In 
its function as a learning center, the library makes 
three major contributions to the school program. It 
provides facilities to strengthen the curriculQ~, to 
stimulate individual interests of children, and to 
help solve personal problems of children." 
'JJ v 
Three leading authorities, Fargo, Douglas, and 
jJ Benjalii!n c. 'Jil1is, "Better Libraries Make Better Schools."· 
' Education Digest, Vol. 20, November 1954, p. 46. 
2/ Nora E. Beust, "Elementary School Libraries Are Learning 
ITenters, 11 NEA Journal, Vol. 41, No. 3, March 1952, p. 158. 
'JJ Lucile F. Fargo. The Library in the School Chicago, 
Illinois, American Library AsSOCiation, 1947, ~hapter 2. 
4/ American Library Association, Cormni ttee on Post \.Jar Plannin$.' 
Rary P. Douglas (Chairman) School Libraries For Toda~ and : 
Tomorrow. Chicago, American Library Association, 19~, p. 14. i 
I 
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Gardiner have all definitely expressed the idea that the 
curriculum is the 1m trument by which the aims of education 
are developed in the school. They also emphasize that the 
basic aims or purposes of the library must be identical with 
those of the school. 
Alllna Clark Kennedy 1n a statement prepared for the 
Joint Committee of the National Education Association and the 
American Library Association briefly summarizes the relation 
of a school library to the curricUlum when she says: 
"It 1'11nctions to further the school's objectives. 
It has no distinct subject matter, but provides 
materials for all subjects and all interests of 
pupils and teachers. It becomes increasingly 
effective as teachers and pupils learn to use its 
resources and employ its services for their work 
end play purpcs ea. 11 y 
Not only is a school library curricUlum-centered, but 
it is also pupil-centered. In the past a library meant a 
repository for books, and a quiet, almost tomb-like silence 
prevailed in the room allocated to the library. Today the 
picture has changed and the school library has become or 
shoUld be the center of activity with emphasis on the need 
ot the child. 
11Probably the mcs't significant reason for the increased 
potentialities of the library in the elementary school is the 
Chapter Two. 
Elementary 
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present concept or elementary education. The child or today 
is given an~portunity to initiate, to plan, 
execute." 
and to 
Emphasis now is being placed, especially in the elementarr 
school, on provision for individual differences of pupils. 
The modern school is definitely a child-centered school, 
Through a school library, properly planned and organized, 
guidance and help can be given to a child who is preparing a 
classroom assignment, 
"It is impossible to stress too strongly the im-
portance of keeping in mind individual children, their 
interests, and their needs, when selecting books for the 
school library. There must be books to extend and en- y 
rich the experiences of every child who comes to read." · 
To reiterate what has previously been said, "~ school 
library 2£ today !!, !. service center," It tries to meet the 
needs or the curriculum andthe pupil, 
"FUndamentally, however, each school library serves 
as an educational laboratory where pupils and teachers 
alike may work out their problems. It cannot be a 
separate entity for the demands placed upon it grow out 
ot experience in all the classes of the building, It 
supplies teachers with materials supplementary to all 
their class instruction. It turnishes pupils with in-
formation at their learning level which will parallel 
their class experiencea. It is the common ground on 
which both groups can meet," lf 
V lora E. SUit, "The Elementary School Library in Today's 
Eaucational Scene," School Lite. Vol, 32 Bo, 7, April 19$0, 
p, 108. 
2/ Jewel Gardiner, 
!Lementary School, 
19$4, p. tiS. 
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Improvement 2!, Reading Skills 
Another important function of the elementary school 
library, and one that definitely shoUld not be overlooked, is 
the colt ribution it gives to a modern reading progr~ 
"Educators are coming to appreciate the vital re-
lationship which exists between skills and reading 
activities. The reading program is only at its begin-
ning VS.th the instruction of reading techniques. All 
children must finally acquire for themselves skill in 
the art of reading through constant participation in 
meaning.t'ul reading activities. The modern reading 
program. recognizes the necessity of supplying children 
With somethiDg worthwhile to read as well as instruction 
in how to read. In order to carry out this function, the 
elementary school library needs a liberal collection of 
children's books, both fiction and non-fiction, covering 
a wide range D~ interests and varying in reading 
difficUlty. 11 ~ 
Today with inCreased emphasis on supplementary readings 
and a greater recognition of individual differences, teachers 
are realizing that children have varied levels of reading 
ability, both in comprehension and speed. In what way em the 
right book be given to the right child? Of course the answer 
is - a school library. 
It can make provision for books to meet the needs of not 
only the good, average pupil, but also those of the gifted 
child and the slow learner. 
j{ :Tewei Gard!her, Admin1steri~ Library Service in the 
ementarz School. Aliierican Lwary ASsociation, chicago, 
1954, PP· 9-!o. 
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"It is pointless for the gifted child merely to read 
more than other children. He must also develop select-
ivity and discermtl!nt, broaden his valuesand viewpoint, 
fUlfill his aspirations and live up to his own potential-
ities. The right choice of books can enrich the gifted 
child's experiencesso that his distinctive capabilities 
are fUlly fostered, his original ideas satisfyingly 
developed~ his creative potentialities healthfully 
released. !/ 
gj 
Bernice E. Le9.17 referring to the use of books with 
slow learners says, 
•we can provide materillls that the slow-learning 
child can read. He's not too different in his interests 
from other children. Knowing what his interests are we 
next need to f'ind the right books. There is no denying 
the pull of' pictures f'or slow readers. We can evaluate 
outcQJiles, not so much in terms of' increased skill in 
reading as in terms of' gains made thl'ough reading. • 
To summarize the role of' the school library in meeting y 
individual dif'terences, Benjamin L, Smith, Superintendent of 
Schools, Greensboro, N.c. writes: 
"About the ~~y wat by which we can reach all this . 
diversity of' n eres s, needs, andabilities, and which . 
we can give a different assignment, is by the · 
ot the school libr~, Through this service we 
reacn-thi cb!iaren~ their fields of interest, at their 
level of achievement, and according to their needs. No 
Vteiand B. Jacobs, "Using Books with Gifted Children" !!!!. 
Instructor Vol. LXV Ho, 3 November, 1955, pp, 19-20. 
2/ Bernice E.Leary, "Using Books with Slow Learners" The 
!Datruotor Vol. LXV DO, 3 November, 1955, p. 21. ---
3/ Benjm1n L, Smith, "Let's Push the School Library •t the 
~bite House Conference" - id.brary Journal Vol, 80, lio, 16, 
September 15, 1955, p. 1934, 
'll 
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instrumentality available to the school is quite so 
help.:f'ul and effective as the school library in sel"Ving 
these hetero~eneous groups and their individual 
di~~erences. 
An unusual comment re~erring to Why a child learns to 
read occurs 1n an article. "What are Books For, Anyway?" 
written~ the well-known author 
Lenski. To quote: 
o~ children's books, Lois 
"There is only one reason Why a child should 
learn how to read, and that is to read,. He goes tbru 
this di~ficult process of learnfiig how so that he may 
read. Is he g1 ven the chance • after he knows how, 
to read books and enjoy them? Is he given the chance 
to enjoy reading even while he is undergoing the 
learning process? Or is learning how making him 
dislike books? - - -Let's help the child to enjoy 
books all tbru the period of learning how to read." y 
Lucile Fargo Sensidwn :bhat a school library shoUld 
provide stimul.ation tor reading as is obvious ~om this 
comment, -- "there are boys and girls who can read but who 
do so with real reluctance. To stimulate the desire to use 
printed materials therefore became a moat important function 
ot the library." 
The elementary school library is in a strategic place 
today in the reading program to fill this need of supplying 
books for enjoyment; ~or re~erence materials; and to help 
pupils to develop good reading habits. 
Just wh&t are some of the speci~ic ~tiona of the 
~ LOis tensa, "What are Books For Anyway?" Element~ School 
braries Todaf Thirtieth Yearbook - Bational Eiemen~ , 
Pi=&!Pii. Vo~ume 30, Numberl, September 1951, p. 271. . 
Luelle 11 
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school library Which help ill teaching children to read? Tlw 
following services have been suggested by Leland B. Jacobs 
in an article entitled, "Three to Teach Reading." !/ 
111. To open up to children the values o:t' being 
able to use books to meet their needs - both 
practical and recreational. 
2. To extend children's ac.,ua1ntsnce with 
various types o:t' reading matter. 
3. To refine taste in reading. 
4-. To whet children's appetites !'or increasingly 
more mature literature. 
5. To guide children 1n their techniques o:t' book 
selection. 
6. To teach children to care:t'or books responsibly. 
7. To acquaint children w1 th appropriate new 
publications. 
8. To stillllllate children to learn to read by 
reading. 
Development !£Literary Appreciation 
A third !'unction o:t' an elementary school library 
mentioned in the Elementary Evaluative Criteria ?:/ is that 
ot development of literary appreciation. Teachers and 
'JJ Leland B. Jacobs, "Three to 'leach Reading. 11 Library 
~ournal. Vol. 80 Bo. 16, September 15, 1955, p. 1928. 
2/ nt-. James F. Baker, Element~ Evaluative Ol"iteria ~esearch Project, Boston trn!ve~ty: School ot EdUcation, 1953. 
c- .• ··----;it.-:::··-·-. ·-· --· -·• ~ u 
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librarians should stimulate interest in pupils for the 
reading of worthWhile books. As children develop and mature 
an appreciation of geod literature will be of great value to 
them in using leisure time. 
It is very necessary that boys and girls be directed 
toward the reading of "good" literature, The most accessible 
books are naturally the ones that are most widely read, 
Therefore, the school has the responsibility of guiding 
children, preferably on an individual basis, to select the 
"right" publication. This particular service can be supplied 
by a school library. "The school library represents the 
most direct step that has been taken to improve and broaden 
reading interests," !/ 
11The services of the library in helping pupils 
to learn to read and to read better are twofold, 
There is the cooperative responsibility with other 
teachers in the development and improvement of tbe 
reading ability of the individual pupils, There is 
also the responsibility for assisting in the develop-
ment of discl'imination, taste, and appreciation in 
personal reading interests. The librarian should: 
Know many books, their contents, style of writing, 
level of difficulty; know individual pupils, their 
reading abilities and interests, Encourage the 
expansion of interests. Promote discrimination in 
selection and writing, Develop appreciation of good 
writing," V 
gj American Libral'Y Association, School Libraries Pbr Today 
and Tomol'l'ow: Functions and Standards, cOiilidttee on Post-
war Pianii!ng, Mrs. Mii7 :00ug1as (Chi!rman) Chicago, 1945, 
pp. 12-13. 
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" i'
There is an urgent need for improving and extending the 
reading interests of boys and girls today. Effort to stimulate 
a preference for better types o.f' books is also essential~ 
•To achieve the ends sought, teachers, school 
officers, and librarians must cooperate in studying 
the present and potential interests of children, in 
establishing library facilities and attractive reading 
corners in classrooms, in providing an adequate 
supply of attractiye books on various levels of 
reading difficulty, and in utilizing the most ettect-
ive methods possible in arousing interest and in 
elevating tastes."!/ 
The school library offers children many opportunities 
through extensive reading to develop standards ot taste and 
critical judgment. B.1 exploring the world of books, browsing, 
sampling, selecting, and reading those which appeal to them, 
boys and girls develop gradually a sense of appreciation for 
good literature. The development of lasting tastes and habits 
in reading are encouraged by a school libra17 and thereby 
the daily lives of the pupils are enriched. 
21 Bora E. Beust in discussing growth in reading stresses 
the idea that children gain an opportunity to acquire literary. 
appreciation thru extensive reading, Stella s. Center, lf 
1/ William s. Gi'af, 11 Social And Educational Changes Affecting 
!he Library," Chapter 1, The Li~ In General Education 
FO~-Second Yearbook, Part II, ~ers!tj or chicago, fflinoi$, 
1943, Po 30. 
2/ lloraE. Beust, "ElementaJ.7 - School Libraries Are Learning 
~enters," llEA Journal Vol, 41, No, 3, p. 159 
3/ Stella s. Center, "Begin with the Best for the Youns 
freader," Librf.l Journal, Vol. 79, :No. 16, September 15, 
1954, pp, 161 - 614. 
i~- - - :; 
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a reading consultant at New Yozok Universit,. maintains that: 
"to inspire a seat fOl' readtag, give the young 
child basic reading skills and introduce him early 
to the best in literature ---by helping them (boys 
and girls) to find in literature vicarious experiences 
so patterned and designed that the significance of 
living glows with new meaning. 11 y 
Jewel Gardiner offers the suggestion of "group dis-
cussions 11 1n Ol'der that an interest in reading for pleasure 
may be developed in children. Through discussions about 
authors, illustrators, and beautiful books pupils will be 
helped in having refined tastes in reading. 11Gt>oup dis-
cussions should not be thought of as a way to teach appre-
ciation. Appreciation proba~ eannot be taught, but it can 
be and often is •caught' "• 
Therefore, it can be clearly seen that the development 
, of J.iter8.1'7 appreciations is an impOl'tant i"unction of an 
elementary school library. It is also an aspect of guidance 
which is definitely needed for boys and girJ.s of the present 
day. 
11Tbe school. library has proved itseJ.f a means of 
enriching the readins program, of supplementing class-
room instruction, of meeting recreational needs of 
pupils, and of providing the foundation for rea~ 
interests Which should continue throughout life. 11 J/ 
• i{ Jewei Gardiner, f£:'f1ster~ Library Service in the 
r can L1rary Associate, Chicago, 1.954, 
y Ibid. p. 129. 
:, 3/ Edith L. Curren, Elementary - School Libraries Twelfth 
ii !'earbook, Departi!I8nt ot Eiemen1i8.1'7 scbooi Pi>lnclphs, National I ii Edncation Association, Volume XII, lUmber 5, 1933, p. 300. 
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Developmant of Skills in the use of Library Matel"ial.s 
The library, a vital factor in the modern school, is a 
powertul aid in many respects and me&t particularly in givil:lg 
the pupils a facility in handling its materials. Children 
should be taught what the library tools are and how to use 
them efficiently. Such inStructions shoUld bewell plaJmed• 
functional, and continuous. 
In discussing what pupils shoul. d know concerning y 
library skills, Outright and Peckham have clearly ex-
plained tbat ''Library inStruction is functional. when it is 
part of situations which are real, interesting, and natural 
to the pupil andwhich call for activities within the range 
of his ability." 
"Library instruction shoUld be continuous, because 
the skills which are required at different school 
levels and in different subjects vary considerably. 
Also proficiency in the use of the l.ibrary cannot 
be tully developed in any one grade or level or in 
any one subject. The teaching of library skills to 
be most effective must be considered a matter of 
slow, continuous growth." gj 
Just what type and how much library instruction shoUld 
be given depends on the available library facilities. 
Naturally there woUld be a difference in the materials for 
use in a large school library compared W1 th those to be 
gj Ibid Po 12,5 
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found in a small libral'Y. "The sma.ller the libral'Y, the 
more imperative it bec0118 a that children know how to get the 
'!/ 
maximum use f'rom the materials available. n 
The earlier children begin to have instruction in libral'Y: 
tools and the use of books the better. There shouJ.d be a 
real need tor such instruction. Its basic aim is to help 
pupils work independently and really know the libral'Y. There 
are two schools of thought in regard to library instruction. 
Some believe that such teachil:lg is more beneficial wbm 
there are specific problems; others believe that there is 
need for a formal, s:y:stematic program of inStruction.' y 
Jewel Gardiner 1 librari~ and author ot Adm1njsteripg 
f"'tt Librg Service in the Elementary Scheel is ot the opinion 
that: 
"A well-planned program ot library instruction 
inclUdes both the approach tlrough individual 
problems and systematic group instruction. It 
includes instruction given by both the classroom 
teacher and the librarian and may be carried on in 
both classroom and libr8I'7. In orderthat there will 
be no wasteful duplication of instructional effort and 
that children may gain increasing skills, some 
definite plan for libr&r7 instruction is recommended." 
The libr&.I7 is a place in which one gains in1'orma11. on 
about the use of books. Who is to give this direction -
the librarian or the classroom teacher? The answer is that 
both have a part to play. 
il{ Jewel Gardiner 11 ~1~1steri~ Library Service in the 
r can L1 rary ASSOciation, Chicago, ement~ School, 1954, p:JB. 
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JJlu.e to herti!«<.D1D8 the librarian is better equippedto 
teach the orientation lasso~ the Dewey Decimal syste~ 
the ca:rd catal.og, and certain reference books. The needs 
and ability o.t' the individual. child are natural.ly better 
known and understood by the teacher. Some o.t' the teacher's 
instruction could center about the various parts ot refer-
ence books, such as dictionaries and encyclopedias. Guid-
ance with reference to note tald:ag am the method to tollow 
1n setting up a bibliography and such techniques would be 
data that the teacher could adequately handle. 
Good planning, regardless o.t' who does the ~tructing• 
is essential.. The best results will be obtaimd .from coop-
erative effort on the part ot librarian and classroom teacher. 
Some fundamental facts about al.ibrary which will expedite 
a pupil's procedure 1n getting his materials are listed as 
!I !'ollows by .Tewel Gardner. 
•'fhey need to know that: 
-
Books are arrangedin a library according to 
a system as an aid to the user o!' the library, 
Books are shelved num.erical.ly trom left to 
right and section by section. 
Shel!' labels are guides to books on those 
particular shelves. 
The card catal.og is an index on cards o.t' al.l 
books 1n the library. 
y rna. PP· 139-14o 
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They need to know how to : 
Find books 1n a :tiwary thl"ough use of 
the card cataJ.og.' 
Interpret graphs and charts, 
Use encyclopedias and dictionaries, 
Use special reference books. 
'l'ake :notes. 
Make and use bibliographies." 
"'fo carry on a library instructional program. there 
lllllst be constant contact between the teacher and the 
librarian. Both 11111St fol"ll1Ulate care:f'ul plans, the 
teacher especiaJ.ly motivati.Jlg classwork so that the 
necessity for library tools Will be felt --- There 
is a technique for using the library as a laboratory 
which the successfUl teacher will employ. --- When 
the class comes to the library, both the librarian 
and the teacher offer help when it is needed, giving 
advice, -at- the progress of the individual student, 
and participating in the pupils' enjoyment." y 
Developing skills in the use of library materials results 
from following a systematic, well-planned series of lessons. 
The units usually suggested are those listed by Lucile L. y 
ll'argo, '!'hey are as follows: 
1. Orientation of library use 
2, Library citizenship 
3. Parts of the book 
4. Classificatio:n 
'JJ Jessie BOjd, 'fhe Li¥f.7 1n General. Education, Forty-Seco:tld .· 
" Yearbook, Part n, p. 29 • 
2/ Lucile L, Fargo, "'fhe LibrM in the School" American 
t'ibrary Association, Chicago l9 , p. 85, 
--- -- -~- --- __ .. ,, 
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"" 5. Card Catalog 
6. Dictionary 
7. Encyclopedia 
8. Refel'ence books 
9. Pel'iod1cals and pel'iodical inileaea 
10. Bibliography making 
11. Note-taking and bl'iet1ng 
12. Book selection and book buying. 
From this discussion of the fourth function of an 
elementary shoo1 libl'ary 1 it can be I'eadily undel'stood how 
impol'tant a school libl'ary is to the educatl. onal pl'ogram. 
"Specific skills in the use of the 
come to childl'en unless the school 
library, howevel', seldom y 
has a centl'al libl'ary." 
y HeiJ17 J. Otto. Rl.ement~ School Or~zation And Ad-
ministl'ation. Appleton:Censurr-crorts,. 1954, p. 421. 
" 
CHAPTER IV 
IMPORTANT PHASES OF AN ELEMENTARY..SCHOOL LIBRARY TO BE 
CONSIDERED BY AN AI:MrNISTRATOR 
Educators realize that a centr§l library is essential 
today in a good elementary school. No one is 1n a more 
strategic position with regard to promoting a ehtol library 
than is the administrator. Principals are "key people" and 
can either make or break a library program. 
Though the responsibility for a school library is shared 
by the superintendent and principal, 1n this thesis the use 
of the word "administrator" refers to the elementary-school 
principal. BO matter how interested or enthusiastic a princi-
pal might be concerning a library program, however, he would 
not meet with nmch success without the moral and financial 
support of the school board and superintendent, 
The educational leader of a school is the principal, 
and 1n such a capacity it is vitally important that he have 
an understanding and realization of the necessity of an 
elementary-school library. Recognition of a needtor good 
library service in his school isdetinitely a responsibility 
ot an administration, 
"Whether the school is setting up a new library, or 
carrying on a continu.ous evaluation of the library 
services, the specific function of the principal is to 
encourage the staff to a growi;ng appreciation and use 
!; of the library facilities," !/ 
:i 
:i 
:i 
: l./ M1et1n, The Librarz Pro~am In The Hartford Elementarz !", ' SChools, Harti'ora, Oonnect1cu , 19540, p. 8, 
J.l ·-
Leadership for all phases of school activities is geneaal-
J.y invested in the principal.. 
"These leadership and administrative fUnctions make . 
it imperative that the principal have a clear and broad 1' 
vision of the place of library service in a modern school 
program. A clear understanding of the !"tmctions of 
library service must be developed among the teachers. 
Invariably the principal must take the initiative in 
improving library service in his school. • y 
It is the responsibility of the principal to influence 
the function of the school library so that it will coincide 
w1 th the development of the instructional progr~ 
"The principal must know wbat he can and shoUld 
eXpect from the 11 brary in order to provide properly 
tor its functioning in the school.. Just as the l.ibrary's 
objectives are l.imited or extended by the school's 
objectives, so is the administration of the library 
l.argel.y determined by the principal's plan for its use. 
ms attitude and his work With pupils, teachers and 
l.ibrarians is or the greatest importance in ·~ling 
the Shool. library to flourish or in restricting its 
use:f'ulness. • y 
The development end improvellli!nt of a l.ibrary program by 
a principal. and the teachers Will to a great extent depend 
upon the particular needs ot the school c0lllll11lnity. The type 
ot library service needed can differ within one school system 
due to background, enVironment and socio-economic conditions. 
!{ Binry J. otto, "Library Service,• Element~ School 
Or~anization And .Adndn1stration. Appleton::Ce1lry-crotts, Inc •.• 19 4, p. 435. 
2/ Mary Peacock Douglas, Teacher-Librarian's Handbook, 
linerican Library Association, chicago, fil!nols, 1949, p. $. 
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Therefore, it is obvious that a principal should make a sur-
vey of the home and public library facilities that are avail• 
able. J.l'l.oom the resul.ts of such a suzwvey he can then decide 
the type of librif service best fitted for his school.· 
James Tyler in an article entitled, "Adapting the 
Library to Col111111lnity Heeds" suggests four controlling factors 
that should be remembered in developing a library progr~ 
namely, (1) size ot the school, (2) training and experience 
ot the teaching stat1', (3) cultural background of the pupils, 
and (lj.) the educational philosophy o1' the school. 
Expressions referring to the library as "the heart of the 
school;• the living room o1' the school;" or the bub of the 
learning activities" all have depth and meaning to them. 
especially when the principal realizes the value of a library 
as an integral part o1' the sch ool program. 
"Fortunate is that school in which the library was 
developed to meet recognized needs growing out o1' that 
changing programl Ooo4 administration can make it 
serve those needs well." y 
Library policies and procedures vary in d11'1'erent 
schools. The following administrative capacities chosen from 
the Hartford, Connecticut bu11et1n suggest some of the 
, functions ot an elementary school principal 1n a library 
program: 
i{ !'iier, Jamesw., "Adapting the Library to Conmru.nit;r Heeds," :men~~School Libraries Toda~~Thirtieth Yearbook, 
iat!onal ementar:r Pr!no!p81, 1 ~. pp. 66-70. 
Elsbree and Willard J. lbHall;r, op. cit., p.266. · 
·- __ ;=--· , _ _. .·o-.;;.-- ;~ -
1. The ordering of books is a cooperative procedure. 
The library teacher and class:J,"oom teacher know the needs 
and interests ot the children. 
2. The principal guides in the selection ot books 
through his knowledge ot 
a. specific program emphases such as science, 
etc. 
b. inter-personal needs, 
c. sensitivities of the community, snd 
d. total school needs. 
3. Be supplies the librarian w1 th curriculum guides 
so that she will know subject matter needs. 
4. Scheduling of classes is done by the librarian, 
principal and teachers concerned. 
5. The principal knows the total scheduling problem, 
snd in the upper grades especially, keeps in mind the 
value of scheduling library classes from an instructional 
point of view. 
6. The principal is the key person to foster the 
cooperative relationship between the teachers and 
librarian. 
7. Book exhibits are of value to children and teachers.;, 
a. The principal is otten requested to assist the 
librarian regarding decisions comerning the discarding 
of books unsuitable for school use. 
9. The principal is in the position to relate the 
work of the special subject teachers to the library. 
10. The principaJ. is the one who confers with the 
superintendent regarding major needsfor the library. 
Be stresses the need for and value of the services of 
a trained librarian. 
11. The principal is instl'UIIlental in helping to make 
the library attractive and functional. 
12. The Parent-Teacher Association often shows an 
active interest in the library. The principal fosters 
active interest through Parent-Teacher Association 
programs. 
- .-.:.o.c--:o..:.."'"·'-· -.-.-: 
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Ruth Sara Reese in "How Dynamic Is Your Library?" sums 
up the important role of a principal in a library program 
when she says: 
"The solution ot the library problems lies td. th 
you, the executive. No room in your school is as 
important as the library: w.tth the present enriched, 
socialized program it shoUld be the dynamo of your 
building, sending out electric power to every ct her 
room. 11 [/ 
The Library Budget 
No matter how enthusiastic or library-minded an ad-
ministrator may be concerning a •chool library, little or 
:: no progress will be made without tim ncial support. 
"Lip service to the importance of school library 
services has proved an inadequate basis for evaluation 
•••• A better measure of the real importance attached 
to the sChool library by school administrators is 
reflected in their provision for the library in the 
school budget. 11 gj 
Since the library serves all departments of a school, 
sufficient consideration should be given to it when setting 
up the budget. It is a functional and integral part of the 
school, and "all eXpenses entailed in building, equipping 
and operating the school library are responsibilities of 
the school board." 3/ 
fc Riith sara Reese, 11Bow Dynamic Is Your Library?" Americe.n 
chool Ebard Journal, Vol. 109 (December 1944) p. 24. 
2/ Brother Leo v. Ry'an, o.s. v., "The School Library Budget," 
ltatholie School Journal, Vol. ~6, lfo. 2 (February 1956) P. 37. 
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"It is the responsibility or the administrator as 
well as his professional duty to see that his school 
budget be expressive of the educational philosophy 
and program of his school. • y y 
Otto has the following state1111 nt concerning an annual 
appropriation tor library service: 
"MOst authorities 1n the library field recommend 
a mjnimum or $1.50 per pupil per year for books, 
periodicals, other materials, binding supplies and 
printed catalog cards. Host of the existing recommend-
ations on enmtal financial support were published about 1945. The cost or all books and other library purchases 
has risen considerably sinee then; hence it is doubt-
tul whether $1.50 per pupil per year is enough to 
develop and operate a good library." 
The American Library Association and National Educatlon 
' Association stipulate at least $2 per pupil 1n their recom-
mendation for appropriation for school libraries. Fmm a 
special report issued by the liatiollliil. Education Association, 
The American Association of School Adminjstrators states 
that: 
"One hundred seven school systems show the 
following median expenditures per pupil for library 
books: elementary school, $Q.65; junior high schools, 
$0.89; senior high schools $1.1~ and all grades, 
!I John cOUibourn, op. cit., p. 29 
y Henry J. otto, op. cit., p. 415~ 
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#0,89." 
y 
Naturally the amount of money needed for the initial 
expenditure for a school library will be greater than that 
for its continued support, All this necessitates an annual 
appropriation for the sChool library, 
"The librarian takes the initiative in suggesting 
the total amount required and its allocation~ but the 
principal must approve the budget before it is pre-
sented to the board of education,• sf 
Regardless of a school's size certain mdn1m'm essentials 
are a necessity~ for example, library tools and materials, 
So, from a percentage point of view small schools will have 
a heavier per pupil expense than the larger schools. 
The principal and librarian should becaretul in plannhg 
: a library budget to keep a baJa nee between reference materials,, 
informational materials, and the different types of fiction. 
Magazine subscriptions tor pupils and teachers should also 
I 
II 
be included in the budget, It is a wise plan when setting 
up a school library budget that brief notes be appended tor 
explanation to those not familiar with library needs, Mis-
understandings may then be prevented, "Effective financial 
management is one of the most vital problems in the school-
J/ library field," 
j?a Association ot School Administrators and Research Division~ 
ational Education Association, "Per Pupil Expenditures tor 
Instructional Materials and Supplies, 1950-51, in 107 School 
Systems," Educational Research Service, Circular No, 10~ 
1952, p, 2, 
II V Lucile F. Fargo, The Library in the School, op, cit,~ p.l4-8~i 
~~*~~~ldt'llea -~- Elan 1&J c,,nlntel' nl:= 81 g&'d&GiOit AM AclmbWt'brfi-1~n 
,; '!'be :Library in General Education, op, cit., p. 267. .. 
;I 
,, 
,. 
i 
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To illustrate how essential a good financial policy is, 
Dr. Frances Henne has written the following: 
11The overall challenge of motivating schools to 
allocate sufficient funds for the purchase of library 
books belongs not just to school librarians; it belongs 
totba American people. In these days when schools are 
being asked to economize and when many administrators 
are looking at the library budget as a possible place 
tor cutting expenditures, we must take advantage of 
every possibility to inform and to convince school and 
communitiesof the essentiality of school libraries in 
the education of youth. 11 !/ 
Therefore, it is an administrator's responsibility to 
submit a budget that will provide tor a library program. 
"A well-suppliedcentral library with plenty of 
material which circulates in the classrooms themselves 
should be one of the main features of every school. The 
lack of such a library is a sign that in that particular 
school single textbook teaching still predominates and 
varied uses of reading are not being taught, 11 gj 
Surely, no alert administrator would care to have his 
school labeled as out-of-date with regard to teaching 
methods, So it would behoove him to plan his school budget 
wisely including adequate appropriations for library 
services, 
l) Frances Henne, Challe~s to Librarianship, Edited by 
t"ouis Shores, William e,own Company, Diibuque, Iowa, 
19.53, p. 122. 
2/ Olive s. Niles and Margaret J, Early, "Adjusting to 
!ndividual Differences in English: Journal of Education. 
Boston University School of Education, Voi, 138, NO, 2 
(December 19.5.5) p, 18, 
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School Library Personnel 
Lucile F. Fargo uniquely and briefly expresses the role 
of the principal in relation to the school librarian. She 
states that the old, traditional educational program stressed 
the three R's, but that the new educational program in a 
school library "stands upon the three pt s: Personnel, 
Programming, and Participation. And behind all these, the 
Principal." Y 
To promote good library service, a very essential con-
tribution on the part of a school principal is that of se-
lecti:ng the proper librarian. "The first requisite for an 
adequate shool library is efficient personnel; in other words, 
a librarian." Y The ideal situation for any administrator 
is to seek the services of a trained librarian who knows 
library organization and administration, understands the 
elementary school curriculum, and is interested in child 
, growth and development. 
John Ooulbourn Jl emphasizes the importance of a school 
librarian when he says: 
V Lucile F. Fargo, "Three P's and the Principal," in National 
Education Association, Department of Elementary School 
Principals TWelfth Yearbook. Element~School Libraries, 
National Elementary Principal, 1953, p. 6. -
y Ibid. 
= 
~John OouJ.bourn, Administering The School Library, Educational 
.: Ushers, Inc., Ph1iadeiph1a;i942~ p. 23. . 
i: 
;I 
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"The mQJ~;t important single factor in the effect-
iveness of' the school library and its !'unctions is 
the school libral'ian who is the keystone of' the al'Ch joining pupils, f'acul.ty, and administrator with the 
educational Pl'Ogram. The selection of' this individual 
becomes a major responsibility of' the educational 
leader." 
Whether to employ the services of' a traim d libral'ian 
or have a teacher-libral'ian would depend on the size of' the 
school enrollment. A teacher-libral'ian is a teacher who has 
had some training in libral'y service, but is also a class-
room teacher. 
"It the libral'ian is to share with teachers the 
responsibility of' guiding and stimulating young people 
and to organize materials tor this purpose ••• it ap-
peal's that a f'ull-time libral'ian with clerical assist-
ance is needed in any school, elementary or seeondal'y, 
with a school membership of' 200 pupils or more and in 
which the tull possibilitY. ot the libral'y is realized 
in the school program. " !7 y 
Elsbree and McJrally al'e of' the opinion that "In 
libraries of' schools enrolling less than 200 pupils, a 
teacher-librarian ••• should be placed in chal'ge." In some 
elemental'y schools due either to small enrollments or meager 
budgets it is necessal'y for the principal to assign the 
library program to a teacher who has had no preliminary 
training in the field. It should be emphasized that in such 
a situation the principal select an outstanding classroom 
'~ ]j AiiiSrlcan tlbral'y Association, Oollllll1ttee on Post War 
l'lanning. School Libral'ies for Today and Tomorrow. Mrs. 
Mary P. Douiias, (Chiirman) cblcago,~e Association, 1945, 
Po 17. 
~Willard s. Elsbree and Harold J. ECNally, op. cit. p. 267. 
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" teacher and one who has a great interest 1n books.·=···-=--~==="===== 
An administrator in selecting a librarian should be 
most particular as to the qualifications or characteristics 
the librarian possesses. 
"Without a skilled librarian or teacher-librarian 
an unlimited service library cannot function at its 
best. The librarian must be all things to all people -
a paragon who knows books and the techniques of her 
profession as well as the ways of teaching - good 
teaching ••• She must know the educational philosophy of 
her special school and its curriculum. She must be 
friend as well as co-worker with the faculty. She 
must have enthusiasm, judgment and vitality that never 
fails, for a 'modern librtrY is not interpreted in 
terms of books alone nor by system alone, but through 
the personality and sensitivity of its librarian.'" 1/ 
The most important qualification and the one that leading' 
authorities emphatically stress is "personality." In 
particular, an elementary-school librarian should have a 
fondness for and a genuine liking of children. Her attitude 
has a direct influence on the atmosphere of the library. 
She can make it a real workshop for pupils and teachers. 
Margaret Moss has expressed the attributes of a library 
' very clearly when she said, "The elementary-school librarian 
needs the knoWledge of a science teacher, the insight of a 
psychologist, the wit of a humorist, and more patience than 
tl 
:j 
!I !, j, 
II 
q 
It 
a mother." 
M E: Weich, "UnlimitedService Library 1n the Elementary 
S"chool. II nlinois Library. Volume .31 (January 1949) p. 25. 
2/ Margaret Moss, "Wanted! A Librarian with Personality" 
~ementartiTSchool Libraries Toda~ Thirtieth Yearbook, 
iitionn ementary :£'101ri01pi1. .L 1, p. 96. 
··co·~*'~c·.=-~·c=.~·-··· 
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Boston Univarsii:v · 
School of Education 
Library: 
"In the final analysis. the library ]:ll'."ogram in the 
elementary school is determile d by the quality of the 
librarian ••• She must be an unusual individual 1r the 
library program 1n her school is to prosper and succeed. 
Only rarely does an individual 1'Ulfill all these 
qualifications. When a principal finds such a 
librarian, he should guard her well. She will be a 
tower of strength on any faculty." y 
Just what are the services or duties which a school 
administrator should expect tram a librarian: 
"The first obvious function of the sChool librarian 
is to have charge ot the school library, the organization. 
and use of the book collection, and the general organiza- • 
tion of library serviceto children and teachers." gj 
One of the most important responsibilities ot the 
librarian is to make the library serve the school; to develop 
it into being an indispensable part of the school. "She 
knows the objectives of the school and the curriculum as 
set up to obtain them. so it is her responsibility to have 
the resourcesof the library such that these objectives can 
v be realized." 
Coulbourn in discussing the "School Library - A Service 
Agency" has the following statement in regard to the role of 
the librarian and administrator: 
lfReuben Schiii!tt. "Personality - A Prime Factor 1n Librarian- .• 
ihip." Elementary-School Libraries 'l'oday. op. cit., p. Oo. 
gf Jewel Gardiner, op. cit •• p. 31 
3/ Clara Curran, "For Sale: One Slightly Used School Library."· 
!llinois Libraries. Vol. 37 (November 1955) p. 276. 
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11The school library and its functions are related 
to the entire curriculum of the school, to every member 
of the staff', and to every boy andgirl served by the 
school. In order that it function efficiently as a 
service agency, the librarian must know the school, its 
philosophy, its program, the administrative as Hell 
as instructional set-up, the faculty and the pupils. 
The school administrator Hill encourage andhelp to 
direct any activities and projects ~qereby the 
librarian can become so informed." Y 
A school administrator would gain definite help by 
consulting the Hartford, Connecticut School Library Bulletin 
as to concrete examples of' library services. PblloWing 
are a feH citations from the aforesaid publication: 
1. Supplying books and pictures to classrooms for 
use with units of' study. 
2. Selection of' material for problem readers and 
non-readers. 
3. Selection of material for pupils with personal 
problems. 
4. Supplying books, plays and stories tor use at 
holidays and f'or special auditorium programs. 
5. Acquainting teachers with new materials. 
6. Providing material from other libraries to 
supplement the school library collection. 
7. Assisting in the locating of the immediate 
answers to questions sent in from classrooms. 
8. Acting as a resource person to the starr. 
if John CoUibourn, op. cit., p. 43 
-.. - ---·- - •• ~··- :-_,.-;::-·_:-·.~:.-:""-7-=:'"..::-
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,, 
Lucile F. Fargo very fittingly sums up the expectations 
of administrators in regard to the qualifications of a 
librarian in the following words: 
"To SWilllliU'ize: school administrators want the 
,, individual in charge of the school library to be an 
extrovert rather than an introvert; one who likes 
people as well as books, who has an understanding but 
unsentimental attitude towards youth, and who can man-
age the affairs of her particular_ qomain clear-sightedly 
and with a modicum of friction."!/ 
:I 
!i 
No doubt it would be difficult for a principal to f'ind 
a librarian who possesses all the admirable qualities which 
i have been mentioned. Nevertheless, it would solve many 
problems and help to make the library an integral part of' 
the school if the librarian has at least enthusiasm, and 
the ability to work well with children and teachers. 
Dr, Benjamin C, Willis, Superintendent of SChools, 
Chicago, Illinois, delivered an address entitled, "The 
School Library - Important Service Center" when he spoke 
to the Illinois Association of School Librarians. He pointed 
out that probably the most essential factor influencing 
the school library is the librarian. 
"Today the school librarian must be a master 
teacher, a counselor, an authority on all types of 
materials and their selection and an administrator 
skilled in human relations, •• An outgoing personality, 
zest for living, enthusiasm, joy in working with 
people are all assets to be sought in the effective 
librarian," Y 
!( Lucile F. Fargo, The Library inthe School. op, cit,, p,ll7. 
g/ Louise Anthony, Editor, "For School Libraries" Illinois 
Libraries, Volume 36, Number 1 (January 1954.) p, 14. 
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Library Programming 
Another reqUisite for the success of a school library 
and one that is the responsibility of the principal is the 
attendance program. Jewel Gardiner, a noted authority on 
school libraries, states that: 
11The vitality and success of the library program 
in any school depends in a large measure on the skill 
of the principal in developing a type of school organ-
ization which provides for the effective use of the 
library by pupils and teachers. Different principals 
may accomplish this result in different vays. "Y 
What are some of the ways by which an administrator can 
plan a program of admission to the library? The answer 
depends on the local situation and the activity program 
within the library. It isdefinitely up to the principal 
to decide the policy concerning attendance. The best plans 
include a daily allotment of time in the library for each 
class with provision for individual children and committee 
of children to use the library at any other time of the day 
! for special work. 
There are various plansof admissl. on to the library 
depending on the age group and size of the school. It is 
possible in elementary schools for teachers to bring a whole 
class at one time, of course according to a prearranged 
schedule. The planning of a library schedule should be 
worked out by both teacher and librarian. It might be on a 
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the school's bulletin boards and in the classrooms. 
The non-scheduled program, that is, allowing pupils 
and student committees to visit the library as they wish, 
is another way for children to attend the library. There 
;, are arguments for and against this plan. Following are 
quotations from well-known writers presenting their ideas 
concerning scheduling: y 
Gardiner a1aerts that : 
= 
"Principals who have a high degree of appreciation 
of the role of' the library in the school find no more 
difficulty in providing regular time for library 
activities than tor arithmetic, spelling, or any other 
educa~onal activit7•••A planned schedule is the best 
solution." y 
Bernard w. Kaye in discussing the "Variations in 
f"' Scheduling for the Elementary School Library" comments that: 
"Scheduling is of the utmost importance. It sets 
up the machinery tor efficient operation. It can tie 
the hands of' the librarian and put locks on the 
materials in the library. Or, on the contrary, it 
can foster. maximum utilization of materials and 
persormel. It should not be conoer.ne4 with comparing 
the teaching load of the librarian with that of' 
classroom teachers." 
!( Jewel Gardiner, op. cit., p. 20 
2.1 Bernard w. Kaye, The Role of The Principal In Relation 
'l"o Libr~ Service In The PUblic Elementary schools, tlh-
pubiish~DOctor ot Education Dissertation, Teachers College, 
Columbia Universit7, 1954, pp.63-~. 
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!I Elsbree and McNall,- are of the opinion that: 
"Care liiWit be taken in scheduling. If at all 
possible the library should be open during the entire 
school day, and befcr e and after school; and indivi-
dual children shoUld have accessto it during all that 
time ••• Opportunities should be provided for children 
simpl,- to 'browse" around 111 d find books the,- would 
like to read, and to get help in finding materials 
bearin~ on class problems and on hobbies and interests 
of their own. ••• Modern schools tend to have pupils 
use the librar,- in amall groups rather than have 
classes go 'en masse.' Such practice makes it possible 
for the librarian to ~ive mnch more effective and 
functional guidance."~ 
- y 
Dr. Frances Henne argues as follows: 
"The non-scheduled program provides ample oppor-
tunities for individuals alld groups to use the library 
in connection with their non-academic reading. The 
circumstances under which the non-schedule program 
flourishes - a curriculum not dominated by textbook 
teaching, teachers willing to relinquish that tree 
hour when they turn their students over to the 
librarian, and a librarian prepared alld willing to 
integrate the library with the school's educational 
program -
Participation 
The librarian or teacher - librarian is expected to 
cooperate with the faculty and school administrator. But 
it is just as important that the superintendent and, 
especially the principal, exercise cooperation with the 
librarian. "The initi~ drive for fruitfUl teacher and 
pupil utilization of library resources,comes from the 
'JJ principal." 
y Willard s. Eisbree and Harold J. McNally, op. cit., 
pp. 266-267. 
~~ y Frances Henne, Challenges to Librarianship. op. cit. p.l4. 
,.., il 'JI Lucile F. Fargo, "Three P's And The Principal" op.cit.p.l47~, 
.. ~tc'·''-~"-~,.-, '· ···-···· - ---·· . ~ ----- -- -· - • 
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The principal should establish good working relation-
ships between classroom teachers and the librarian. 
"It is his responsibility to see that the ad-
ministrative setup is provided in which the librarian 
and teachers can make wise and efficient use of the 
library facilities in the light of the specific type 
of organization the school1,~ploys; and his continuous cooperation is essential.•:/ 
Many teachers and adminiatratorsdo not know or realize 
just what the library can contribute to the total program 
o:f' a school. 
In order to insure a functional library there must be 
an understanding principal and a facUlty who participates 
with the librarian by making good use of the library's 
facilities. A librarian alone cannot be successfUl if the 
teachers are indifferent or uno•operative •• The teachers 
must cooperate with the library; the librarian should co-
operate <Iith the classroom. 
The follOWing excerpts are the opinions of well-known 
authorities who have written about the school library. 
These comments emphasize cooperation: 
"A key person in the functioning of the elementary 
school library program is the classroom teacher ••• A 
teacher who has keen appreciation of the part the 
library may play in the lives of children and in the 
conduct of the educational program will_f,1nd constant 
occasions for the use of the library." gj 
:, y G. H: Reavis, op. cit., pp. 159·160. 
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"Just as it is a responsibility of the classroom 
,, teacher to bring the classroom and its work into the 
library, so it is the part of the librarian to take the 
library and its resourcesinto the classrooms. Through 
tact, SYMPathy, initiative, patience, and much common 
sense the librarian must seek to Nin the 'Wholehearted 
respect and admiration of the teachers."!/ 
"The library is a cooperative unit in which ad-
ministrators, classroom teachers, library teachers and 
pupils share in the selection and use of available 
resources. All groups work together in planning its 
usefulness, indicating the materials needed for the 
effective development of the curriculum and using these 
materials to foster the growth of each individual pupil 
••• and to develop the library habit both at school and 
in the public library." gj 
"I.t the school library isto become the hub of nmch 
of the instructional program_ there should be an in-
creasing amount of participation by the school faculty 
in planning the library program. In small schools the 
entire faculty may participate in the direct democratic 
fashion as a committee of the whole, l>hereas in larger 
schools an advisory committee may serve the purpose as 
representatives of the faculty ••• To extend this same 
idea, pupil groups may in some instances be very 
helpful, as for ex~le, a library committee from the 
student council."~ 
!!! Gardiner lists suggested ways by which a librarian 
may develop"booperative relationships between the library 
and the classroom." These ideas would also prove helpful 
'i y Jewel Gardiner, op. cit., pp. 25 and 27. 
i 2/ Rheta A. Clark, School Libraries Criteria For Service~ 
~onnecticut State Department of Education, BUlletin, 195 , 
p. a. 
: 
il 
: 
l( Kenneth E. Oberholtzer, "Thru the Eyes of the Superintend-
ent," Thirtieth Yearbook, p. 285. 
!!J Jewel Gardiner, op. cit., pp. 27-28. 
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11 to a principal who is keenly interested in promoting and 
!i 
:! 
' I 
!i 
:I ,, 
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., 
improving the school library program. y 
Coulbourn advises an administrator to: 
"Recognize the professional status of the librarian 
and give her the same status as that of any faculty 
member of equal training and responsibility ••• see that 
she attends all faculty meetings and serves on appropriate 
committees in order to become more intimately acquainted 
with the teaehers." 
Student cooperation should be encouraged allowing 
pupils to share in library management. These student assist-
ants are of service to the library and are a means whereby 
the principal and librarian can allow the boys and girls to 
participate. 
"Pupil assistants may include the gifted child, 
the average child, and the retarded child, for the 
tasks are many and the knowledge on the part of the . 
children that what they do is an important school service 
brings personal satisfaction to all." gl 
Such a group might be formed into a library club to 
help in the operation of the library. The use of pupil 
help is an excellent way to stimulate and develop interest 
in the school library. In general children are not so 
skeptical of their "peers" as they are of teachers. En-
thusiasm on the part of the student-assistant will help 
to advertise the library. 
!! 
y 
"Child participation in the operation of the library 
has become a common practice. The effectiveness and 
Jobri douibourn, op. cit., p. 34 
Jewel Gardiner, op. cit., p. 28 
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the value of the entire activity em be measured 
realistically if two elements are considered: Are 
the children benefitting as a result of the library 
experience? Is the librarian being aided in the 
mechanics of running a library so that he may apply 
his talents to tasks more vital to good library service? 
If these two questions can be answered in the affirma-
tive ••• then the practice is a wholesome one."!/ 
With good rapport and a spirit of cooperation on the 
part of all concerned, a principal and librarian will be 
successfUl in having a functional library - the service 
center of the school. 
Motivating Teachers 2 Pupils ~ ~ ~ Library 
The administrator of a school may have excellent 
library facilities and a well-trained, capable librarian, 
yet if teachers and students do not use the services of the 
library, no principal can state that he has a functioning 
library. "The school administrator well knows that the 
library will never play an important role in his educational 
program until the individual teacher knows its resources 
and makes intelligent use of them.Y 
To motivate and encourage teachers to value and use 
library services is one of the administrators' most important 
responsibilities. Psychologically, it is better to proceed 
Slowly than dictate to and force a faculty to be library-
minded. Nothing is accomplished by a domineering, autocratic 
attitude on the part of the principal. 
49. 
95. 
Subtly and tactfUlly 
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strel(ng the idea of the library Whenever the opnortunity 
arises is a far wiser and more successfUl method. 
"A most obvious means of promoting teacher and 
child use of the library is for the principal to take 
pride in the library, librarian and the services 
offered. The principal can take parents and visitors 
to see the library and introduce them to the librarian. 
The :feeling this practice should create is that the 
principal is really proud of the ;!.1_brary and that 
therefore it mnst be worthusing.n!{ 
An excellent opportunity tor a principal to encourage 
library use is at teachers' meetings when school policies 
and activities are discussed. Without formality teachers 
Who do utilize library resouuces in their teaching might 
offer suggestions to others. Sharing of' ideas helps to 
promote growth. The librarian, being a member of the faculty, ' 
f' would certainly contribute her point of view and publicize 
new material whenever it is added to the library. 
' 
Dr. Prances ~nne is of the opinion that: 
"The school library functions to the extent that 
the teachers motivate its use; such stimulation Will 
be quickened and the demand for good libraries in 
schools Will be accelerated When teachers become 
familiar with the resources and services of a good 
school library." Sf 
The librarian or te8oher-librar1an who realizes the 
need for motivating teachers to utilize library services 
i can be a great asset to an administrator. 
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"Since a reading .f'aouJ.ty stimulates students to 
read also, librarians make use of' many devices to awaken 
teacher interest in the resources of the school library. 
The activities of' the library as well &s worthwhile 
materials of' instructional value are constantly brought 
to the attention of' the teaching staff' by means of' 
departmental directives, daily bulletins, day books 
and the school paper. New books are introduced to 
teachers by means of annotated lists which, through 
short, descriptive notes of the contents of' books, 
prove pro.f'itable in vitalizing classroom instruction. 11 y · 
It is not only important that the administrator and 
librarian encourage teachers to utilize library services, 
but it is eqUally true that the classroom teacher shouJ.d 
motivate pupils. 
"Students who come to the library without motivation 
had better not come at all ••• The teacher who motivates 
his students be.f'ore they come to the library enables 
the librarian to carry out his part of' their training 
much more e.f'fectively. The importance of' motivation 
also applies to reference materials. The student 
who knows what he wants before he comes to the library 
will with the help of' the librari~ make much better 
use of' the library's resources."~ 
v Fargo suggests that: 
"Motivation shouJ.d stem from the learner's class-
room activities. Much depends on the teacher's 
personal knowledge of' librar,y resources and of the ways 
in which they may be used and on her alertness to 
capitalize upon opportunities for library projects." 
jfe standing Committees on Vocational Blgh School Libraries, 
ew York. "Step Into My' Parlor, 11 Blsh Points, Vol. 3.5 
(March 19$3) p. 2$. 
2/ 0, lAme, "Don't Dump Them On The Librarian, 11 Clearing 
=Ebu~s~e~, Vol. 28 (October 19$3) p. 111. 
l( Lucile F, Fargo, The Librarz in the School, op. cit.,p.93. 
- .. : -"::"--·-·;::--. u. 
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MI-s. DougLas in the book, Teacher-Librarian's Hand-
bo~_/ lists many devices which can be used by librarians 
to encourage teachers to utilize the school library. Some 
o:f' the ideas would be helpf'ul to an administrator in moti-
vating teachers to use library services. Following are a 
:f'ew worthwhile suggestions: 
1. Have frequent informal. talks with teachers. 
2. Ask teachers to suggest new books to be ordered. , 
3. Have a faculty reading table 1n the library. 
4. Invite new teachers to library at opening. 
5. Have faculty meetings held in the library. 
6. Have book exhibits at faculty meetings. 
7. Have a tea in l.ibrary for teachers at opening 
of school year or at midte~ 
8. Devote at least one entire facUlty meeting 
to discussion of school library and its uae. 
Orientation o:f' new teachers in a school wbether they 
are experienced or neophytes is definitely a responsibility 
of the administrator. Introducing these teachers to the 
librarian who in turn will orient them to the library 
should be part of an induction program. Often, especially 
where a school library is being developed an orientation 
program by the librarian with the approval and backing of 
the administrator woul.d be very beneficial to all concerned. 
·~· 
"A librarian who needed the interest of the 
faculty, but already had the support of her principal, 
worked out &library introduction as part of teacher 
orientation before the start of the school year. She 
provided a mimeographed work packet which all teachers 
were expected to complete. Illustrated With clever 
line drawings, it called attention to library procedures 
and rules; had space for teachers to note books they 
'discovered,• ••• and even left space for teachers to,, 
record the things they didn't find in the library." !t 
Another suggestion for motivating and encouraging 
teachers to realize the importance of a school library is 
that of "in-service training." This type of program might 
,· be developed w1 thin a school by the librarian or by a 
'\ 
library specialist trom outside the system. With the approval , 
of the superintendent of schools and board of education, 
professional credit could be given which would be an in-
centive for teachers to enroll in 111ch a course. 
"'!'he teacher who has included in his preparation 
a course in the selection of children's books and 
other instructional materials will be ina better 
position to make effective use of the many services 
provided by the professional librarian. The children 
in his classr2qm will benefit from an enriched 
curriculum. 11 Y 
Lack of understanding on the part of teachers as to 
the value of library services is often a barrier to the 
development of elementary-school libraries. Through work-
' 1/ Joseph P. ShUbert, "Developing Interest in the School 
! t"ibrary, n WilsCi>n Library Bu:netin. Vol. 30, No. 2 (October 
: 1955) pp. 172-173. 
' 
,, 2/ William B. Ragan and Mary H. Marable, 11The Librarian -
I, T"eaching Assistant Extraordinary" Elementary-School Libraries 
1
i Today, op. cit., p. 267. 
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:1 shops, perhaps to improve the reading program, or any type 
r: 
of inservice experience, an administrator 14 11 be providing 
opportunities for bringing the classroom teacher closer to 
the school library. 
"Material .1'urnished by the library is the vital 
force which causes the educational system to pulsate. 
Only by keeping the principal, teacher, and pupil in 
constant touch with the best of materials can the 
educational program move forward to a higher_:J.evel of 
personal growth for both pupil and teacher."!! 
Therefore, an administrator with the cooperation of the 
1 librarian shoUld "setup periodic in-service programs to 
keep the teachers informed and t:p-to-date on the services 
of the library and the best way to exploit this education 
resource." Y 
Public Library 
An elementary-school administrator should foster and 
encourage cooperation between the public library and the 
school library • 
"Both librarians and educators are realizing today 
that the task of providing adequate library service 
to meet all of the book needs of modern childhood 
taxes the best efforts of both the school library 
and the public library ---that each may supplement 
the other and that each is able to perform some 
services w~h the other is not in a position to 
perform. 11 l/ 
,, ¥n Mlidi'ed P. Frary and Mary L. Lowe, "Inservice Experience 
:i : Children's Literature" Elementary School Libraries Tod!,y, 
' op. cit., p. 114. 
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Children visit the public library voluntarily but 
stimulation for such patronage can be developed early by 
a school librarian. "The most successful school reading 
program is one which carries over into the public library." !f:· 
By carefUl plann:fng the school m.d public libraries can 
attain high cooperation. Situations vary in different corn-
Y munities, but Gardiner lists definite, concrete sug-
gestions for both types of libraries. These helpfUl ideas 
would benefit both the librarian and administrator. 
Effie Power l/ 1n discussing elementary-school libraries 
explains that: 
"The ideals ot service in the school library are 
fundamentally the same as those of the children 1 s room 
1n the public library. Service may begin 1n one 
institution and carry over to the other simultaneously. 
The variations in problems between the two institutions 
turn mainly on emphasis on curriculum needs required 
by the school and the wider scope of public library 
service. Both services are needed for complete service 
to a community. n 
The ultimate goal ot the elementary-school library and 
that of the children's department in a public library are 
; identical, namely, to acquire experiences and understanding 
, through books. As has been mentioned previously in this 
thesis, the library is an integral part of the school. It 
is really a continuation or extension of the classroom. The 
public library offers its services to the child 1n his out-
of-school hours when he is free to visit or not, whatever 
,. 
;l is his pleasure. 
'1l ~ Jewel Gardiner, op cit., p. 155 
*
Ibid 
c_ EIM!i9""i7;; --POllOi i · \o\Jzk lf.11Fft=Chihk Oil 1.-XF~i•'L"11ftoari9"8, 
ric an Library Association, eb!cago, 1943, P• 2't. 
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' 
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"But no matter how excellent the school :tacilities, 
both school and public libraries must continue as 
partners in promoting library skill, the one in a 
setting suited to the school, the other in a setting 
similar to adult life. And the children's room in the 
public library, with its informality and freedom, will !A 
remain the center of voluntary contact with literature." ,' 
MJ:os • Mary P. Douglas ?} in Teacher-Librarian' a Handbook 
offers many suggestions whereby a teacher-librarian can co-
operate With public libraries. With the support and encourage-!+ ,. 
ment of the principal, a librarian could put into practice 
a number of the ideas. The author of the above mentioned 
book states that: 
"It is important that schools and school libraries 
use the resources and facilities of public libraries 
to supplement their own resources and services and to 
help all children and young people acquire the habit 
of using libraries regularly and consistently while 
they are attending school and throughout their lives. • 
Classroom Library 
One of the responsibilities of an elementary-school 
principal is to emphasize and stress the idea that a class-
room library will not suffice for a central library. There 
is no way that classroom collections, either in extent or 
in function, can take the place of a centralized school 
library. 
V t. Martin, "The Potential Role of the American Pllbl1c 
~ibrary," A National Plan for Public Library Service, 
American L!Srar!an Association: dOiilildttee on Post-War 
Planning, Chicago, nl1nois. The Association. 194.8. pp.l0-11., 
Y MJ:os. Mary P. Douglas, op. cit., pp. 142-14.3. 
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A reading center in a classroom with a fiuid collection 
ot books selected from the school library is nevertheless 
,! moat desirable, This arrangement according to Jewel Gardiner 
! 
is ideal - a central library in each school with provision 
for the circulation of book collections to the classrooms, 
"The advantages of the fluid classrooms collection 
need scarcely be urged, Instead of stale, poorly cared 
for and limited reading matter, the pupil is provided 
with fresh materials c1ose1y,7e1ated to the unit of 
study immediately in hand." !t 
Therefore, thereis a place and a purposefor classroom 
libraries, 
i'wo pertinent excerpts with regard to classroom 
libraries are : 
"Classroom collections of books in no sense con-
stitute an adequate substitute tor a school library, 
either in terms of the wide range of materials which 
boys and girls of all ages need and want, or of 
economy. Modern schools require both a library and 
classroom collection, with the collection of books in 
the classroom being essentially MQQile collections 
coming from the school library,"~ 
"The centralized library, both in the elementary 
and secondary school is complemented by - not sub-
stituted for - the public library and the classroom 
collection. Each has a distinct and separate 
function to perform and all three working co-
operatively are essential for good library service," l/ 
!; Luotie P. Flirgo, "The Library in the School," op. cit,,p,38~ 
;' gj Prances Henne, "School Libraries and the SOcial Order," 
op, cit,, p, 267, 
l( Joint Library Committee of the Bew England School Develop-
ment Council and Hew England School Library Association, 
Sara Jaffarian {Chairman) Even School Beads A Library, 1952. 
' it:_ 
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P, T, A, Cooperation 
School administrators are constantly on the alert for 
situations whereby good public relations may be promoted and 
encouraged, What better opportunity has an elementary-
school principal to gain parental interest in school activitie$ 
- l· ,, 
:i 
than to enlist the assistance of the P. T. A. ~or the 
libraryl 
"Principals have been going a great deal to direct 
P, T ,A, and other groups to aid in the financing of 
school library service, Many are now going beyond this 
point, to bring parents to work in the school 11brary--
Mal:ly principals advocate the formation of a library 
committee within the regular organization of the 
P. T, A, That committee will either have regular 
duties to perform, or it will be a 'i~d-by' force 
ready to serve as the need arises." !I 
In this way parents learn to know and understand a school's 
philosop~, realize the problems of the school faculty• 
especially those of a librarian, and gain a reeling of 
belonging. 
Since the library contributes to the general school 
program its maintenance and financial support should be 
the responsibility of the board or education - the same as 
for any other school activity, BUt any supplementary 
assistance contributed by parent groups or the P, T. A, 
should be accepted and utilized by the administrator and 
lf 1lernard w. Kaye, "Parents Like Library Work, tt School 
EXecutive, Vol, 14, Ho. 6 (February 1955) p. 52. 
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teachers. Two articles, entitled "Workshop for Training 
Parents" by' M. Bernice Weiss and "Parents Man the Assembly 
Line" by' Ellinor G. PreaiDn in Elementary-School Libraries 
Today relate how parents cooperated in Baltimore, Maryland, 
and Richmond, Virginia. One may not 'ld. sh to use parent 
help to the extent that these communities did, but an ad-
ministrator would gain suggestions and ideas from the 
programs described. 
It is possible that some schools would not have a well 
organized, efficient P.'l'.A.. In such a situation the principa+ 
should take the initiative in setting up plans to utilize 
the help of those parents who would be available for the 
library program. 
"Parents are contributing toward improved library 
service. The quantity and the quality of this contri-
bution will vary with the individual situation. In 
terms ot library the attitude and philosophy of the 
librarian, the philosophy of the school, the nature 
of the parent group and its leadership and the feeling 
of the administration in respect to this question are 
all factors that g~ influence the value of parent help 
in the library." 1/ 
'l'o quote f'rcm M. Bernice Weiss: 
"A program involving planned and organized parent 
participation serves three major purposes. First, it 
provides an opportunity for parents to become familiar 
with many of the best books tor children. Second, it 
helps parents to understand an important phase of the 
modern program of elementary education, welding an 
important link in a strong chain of school - public re-
lations. Third, it makes available more resources, 
facilities and manpower to :meet the needs of growing ' 
children - far more than the schools alone can provide. •Y. 
:; -
7l 
,i 
Publicity 
The adage "It pays to advertise" is certainly applicable 
to the school library. The librarian and principal are 
responsible for successful publicizing of the library. Due 
to a librarian's ingenuity and enthusiasm teachers and 
children are made aware of the library's resources. It is 
through both the principal and librarian that parents are 
informed about library activities. 
"A little planning on the part of the principal 
and the librarian will bring excellent results ••• Library-
minded teachers and truly interested principals make 
excellent publicity agents tor the library ••• And the . 
best promoters of the library program are the enthu- y 
siastic users of the library - the children themselves." . 
Lucile F. Fargo Y explains that there are two main 
reasons for publicity, namely, "to create goodwill and to 
advertise the product." She gives m.any ideas for library 
publicity in two books entitled, The Activity Book for School 
Libraries and Activity Book NUmber Two. They have a wealth 
ot valuable suggestions which would prove worthwhile to a 
librarian and administrator. 
There are m.any techniques which can be used to publicize 
the school library. Elthibits offer an excellent means for 
library publicity. It should be remembered that the purpose 
of such exhibits is to improve reading and to develop interest 
!/ Jewel Gardiner, op. cit., p. 57 
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in library activities. A Bu1let1n board display when 
artistically arranged 1a another very attractive publicity 
device. New items in the school paper, bulletin, or local 
newspaper also serve as ways of advertising the activities 
of the library. 
"Advertising the product is perhaps more generally 
recognized as an aim. Posters call attention to books; 
lists are made and publicized; book jackets are posted on 
walls and bulletin boards." !/ 
In the final analysis, "the administrator is ultimately 
responsible, and he must be ready personally to approve and 
to guide many of the publicity activities.• Y 
Evaluation 
An elementary-school administrator sincerely and 
thoroughly interested in the growth and improvement of library ', 
,, 
' 'I services will realize that the evaluation of the school 
' library program is his responsibility. The evaluation 
1 shoUld be considered from the point of view of how vital is 
the library's contribution to the attainment of the school's 
objectives. "Evaluation is considered an essential element 
in ll~ planning, to be justified only in terms of the V 
!( John doulbOurn, op. cit., p. 35. 
y Ibid. 
1
1 3/ Margaret Ba:y'es, "Evaluating School Library Services," 
j11 t"ibrary Trends, Vol. 1, No. 3 (January 1953) P• 383 
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utilization o:f' the r'esults in constructing an improved 
program." 
Dr. Frances Henne o:f':f'ers a clear, concise outline that 
would help librarians and administrators to evaluate and 
measure the e:f'fectiveness o:f' their libraries: 
"The toill.owing program is proposed :for the total 
evaluation of an7 school librar7, but it would also 
lend itself to the evaluation of most parts of the 
library's material possessions or of most phases of 
libr&r7 service: 
1. Obtaining·information concerning basic :factors 
which describe the school and which a:f'fect the evalu-
ation of the school library. 
2. Measuring the library in terms of eXisting 
standards relative to budget, starr, materials, 
collection, equipment, and librar7 use. 
3. Appraising the library's participation in the 
achievement of the school's objectives. 
4. Keeping the essential records necessary :for 
a valid evaluation. 11 !/ 
Coulbourne g( in his discussion concerning library 
appraisal states: 
"Ever7 administrator knows :t'ull well that the 
organization and administration of his school, with 
the aid o:f' all its available service agencies exist 
:for the sole purpose of making his educational program 
the means of stinml.ating the growth o:f' pupils toward 
desirable objectives ••• The school library and its services 
are considered an essential part of the educative process~ 
.f'unctioning in man7 wa7s to further the school's ob-jectives." 
V Fi'ances Beiiiie, "Evaluation of School 
~ibrary in General Education, op. cit., 
g/ John Coulbourn, op. cit., p. 113 
Libraries" The 
p. 334. 
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For an outline to serve as a guide in evaluating 
library services in an elementary-school an administrator 
and librarian could use the Elementary Evaluative Criteria..~."!! 
The fourth section of this Criteria refers to the services 
of the library. Each topic has a descriptive checklist 
and a set of evaluative questions which would serve to de-
termine the areas of the library program which need to be 
strengthened and improved. 
Another excellent guide for the administrator in evalu-
ating the school library is "Criteria For Appraising Library 
Service In An Elementary School" which was compiled by 
Dorothy J. Crow and Katherine A. Cook. This checklist may 
be found in the appendix of Elementary-School Organization 
' . 2' And Administration. ~ 
' ,. Hagman 'J/ 1n The Administration Of American Public 
Schools is ot the opinion that "Administrative evaluation is 
a continuous process of study and reflection best carried 
on by ama:Ll committees of teachers and librarians with 
school administrators serving as stimulators and facilita-
tors." 
The following quotation from John Coulbourn ~ summarizes . 
, the need for an importance of an evaluation of the school 
library: 
James li'. Mer, op. cit., pp. 64-71 
Benry J. Otto, op. cit., pp. 693-714 
Harlan L. Bagman, op. cit., p. 245. 
" . 
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"The administrator owes it to himself' and to his 
school to raise three signif'icant points concerning 
his library: 
1. What are its fUnctions and responsibilities 
in the educational program? 
z. How ef'f'ectively are these .functions and re-
sponsibilities being f'ulf'illed? 
3. What improvements oan be made to the end 
that it will fUnction more adequately and 
ef'f'ecti vely? 
B.7' cooperative study, analysis, and evaluation, 
points of' strength and weakness in the library 
program will be revealed and opportunities f'or 
improvement will be .found." 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Although the elementary-school library is relatively 
a recent development 1n education, nevertheless, it is an 
integt>al and important part or a good modern school. The 
school library is orten referred to as "a twentieth century 
development," but the idea began over a century ago. Due 
to new trends in education with emphasis being placed on an 
integrated curriculum, library service has become more im-
portant. It is apparent that as it evolved the school 
library has been affected by the changing concepts or ed-
ucation. 
No one is in a more advantageous position to promote 
and improve a school library than is the administrator. The 
type of library progt>am that a principal and faculty develops 
will depend to a great extent upon the particular needs of 
the school community. It is the principal's responsibility 
to influence the function of the school library so that it 
will fit in to the instructional program. 
Without cooperation on the part of principal, librarian, 
and teachers the library program, no matter how well planned, 
will not meet with success. The principal should establish 
good working relationships between classroom teachers and the 
librarian. Student cooperation should also be encouraged. 
:1 With good rapport on the part of all concerned the library 
il will be the service center of the school. 
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1!1'nless teachers and pupils use the services of the 
library it cannot be considered to be a functional part of 
the school. To motivate and encourage teachers to value 
and use the library is one of the most important responsibili-
ties of an administrator. It is equally necessary for the 
classroom teacher to motivate pupils to utilize the services 
offered by the library. 
School libraries are not a substitution for public 
libraries or classroom libraries. They are each a comple-
ment of the other. A fluid classroom collection selected 
from the centralized shool library should be encouraged. 
Through cooperation of parent groups, especially that 
of the P. T. A., an administrator gains support and assist-
ance in promoting and improving the school library. The 
quantity and qUality of the parental activities will vary 
with the individual locality and situation. It is very 
important that a principal realize that successful publici-
zing of a school library is necessary to its growth. 
Continual evaluation of the sChool library program is 
definitely the administrator's responsibility. The fUnctions 
of a school library should help to further the school's ob-
jectives. Through an analysis and evaluation of the sChool 
library by all concerned, a prind.paJ. and librarian can 
measure the strengths and weaknesses of the library program; 
II 
Conclusions 
1. Great progress has been nade 1n the development 
o:f the elementar7 school libr&rT; but there is %10 definite 
tabulation as to the extent o:f its growth. 
2. There are no standards or recommendations for 
element&rJ"-school libraries in Massachusetts. 
3. FUndamental purpcs e o:f school libraries is to 
help attain the objectives of the educational program. 
4. Tba school libr&rT is an agency :for services, 
:for teaching, a center for displaying books and for the 
enjoyment of reading them. 
5. An element&rJ"-SChool library is curriculum 
centered and pupil centered. 
6. Good librarian integrates and supplements the 
work of the classroom teachers. 
1. A school libr&rJ' is a place in which pupils 
gain information about the use ot books. 
8. Principals are "key people" in the making of a 
libr&rJ' program. 
9. The library serves all departments of a school. 
10. Definite provision 1n the school budget should 
be made for the needs of the library. 
11. Efficient library personnel is a necessary re-
qui site. 
12. Personality is an important qualification for a 
!I school librarian~ 
I' i! 
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13. School librarr shoUld have cooperative partici-
pation by administrator. librarian, teachers and pupils. 
14. Subtle and tactful methods of motivating 
teachers to use library services are more successful than 
dictatorial or domineering techniques. 
15. Orientation of new teachers and in-service 
training programs would help to publicize the school library 
and motivate its use. 
16. Cooperation between the public library and 
school library is strongly advocated. 
17 • Fluid classroom collections from the central 
library should be encouraged. 
18. Parent participation and cooperation is very 
1 worthwhile. 
19. The administrator is responsible for good library 
, publicity • 
20. Evaluation is essential in order to appraise 
the library's services. 
MUch has already been written in books and periodicals 
about the services of school libraries. Undoubvedly more 
educators will contribute pertinent articles on this subject, 
since it is such a vital factor in the present educational 
program. The above statements, however, reiterate the basic 
racts stressed by the writer in the presentation of this 
They indicate, although in a summarized 
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if ucational need, namely, elementary-school libraries. 
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CHAPl'ER VI 
SUGGESTED PROBLEMS FOR FURTlmR RESEARCH 
The fo~lowing recommendations ~or fUrther research are: 
1. Make a sUI'Tey of teacher's needs with relation 
to school library services. 
2. Gather statistical !~ormation on the develop-
ment of school libraries in a given area, e.g. 
a particular city, county or state. 
3. Plan a program for in-service training or work-
shop in the field of school libraries. 
4. Make an inventory of pupils interests in the 
field of literature by means of a questionnaire 
to focus the attention of administrators on 
the need for school libraries. 
5. Conduct a study of the provisions offered in 
the curriculum of teacher-training colleges. 
for preparing prospective school librarians. 
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